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INTRODUCTION

The Great Western Highway provides the principal
road through the Blue Mountains, connecting
Sydney to Central New South Wales. The Highway
traverses a landscape that has considerable
natural and scenic values, with spectacular
views to the Blue Mountains National Park. The
Highway also offers a varied driving experience
through historic towns and large areas of natural
bush land. As one of the oldest roads in the
country, the Highway itself has considerable
cultural and historic value, and still closely follows
the original route through the Blue Mountains.
Current traffic volumes on the Great Western
Highway exceed capacity in some sections,
causing extensive traffic delays through the
Blue Mountains. The Great Western Highway
Management Plan (1992) identified a number
of issues that affected the operational efficiency
and safety of the Highway. In particular:
• that the two lane sections of Highway
that remain east of Katoomba are
unable to satisfactorily meet traffic
demands during peak periods;
• that safety si compromised by poor
alignment and by a lack of separation
between the carriageways on the
undivided sections of the Highway;
• that the large number of uncontrolled
access points to the Highway from
fronting properties and sides streets
constitutes a safety problem; and
• that continuing conflict occurs
between local and non-local traffic and
pedestrians at commercial centres.

As part of the overall program of Highway
improvements in the Blue Mountains, the
RTA is planning to reconstruct and widen the
Highway to four lanes between Tableland Road
and Station Street in Wentworth Falls. This
project is referred to as the Great Western
Highway Upgrade at Wentworth Falls East.
This report was produced to assess the potential
impacts of the proposed Highway upgrade on the
landscape, urban fabric and visual character of
the Wentworth Falls East study area. It provides
an overview of the history of the study area, a
description of the natural and built setting of the
Highway and an analysis of the character and
key values of the Highway experience. It also
assesses the potential effects of the proposed
Highway upgrade, identifies design opportunities
to preserve the natural and cultural values of
the local area and suggests mitigation measures
for any potential impacts that are identified.

• a review of photographs (including
aerial) of the study area;
• attendance at a Value Management Workshop
and a Risk Assessment Workshop with key
stakeholders and the project team;
• discussions with key stakeholders,
including Blue Mountains City Council and
members of the local community, and
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• liaison and presentation to the
RTA's Urban Design Section.
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As part of this study, a landscape and urban design
concept plan is presented to provide an indication
of the overall design objectives of the project. The
proposals described in the concept plan would be
further developed at the detailed design stage of
the project to produce specific design solutions.
The preparation of this report has involved:
• a number of site visits of the study
area and its visual catchment;
• discussions with the project team;
• a review of relevant documents and literature
relating to the site and surrounding area;
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THE EXISTING SITUATION
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The Great Western Highway and the Main Western
Railway Line form the primary transport corridor
that connects Sydney with the central west of New
South Wales. Connecting Penrith to Lithgow, the
Highway functions as a regional road through the
Blue Mountains while also providing the principal
road access between the towns and villages along
its route. A secondary transport corridor through
the Blue Mountains is provided by the Bells Line
of Road, which connects Windsor to Lithgow.
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Located on the main east-west ridge in the Blue
Mountains area, the Highway traverses a landscape
that has considerable natural, cultural, scenic and
historic values. In general, the character of the
Highway journey consists of a winding road travelling
through discrete urban developments that are
separated by natural bushland. The Highway divides
the northern and southern sections of the Blue
Mountains National Park, which forms part of the
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area. While
the Highway is not located within the National Park
itself, spectacular long views to the National Park
are a defining feature of the highway journey.
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Situated within the City of Blue Mountains Local
Government Area, the Highway si a major feature of
the urban settlements in the Blue Mountains. Due to
limited access and the difficult terrain of the region,
urban development in the Blue Mountains tends to
be concentrated along the ridgeline in conjunction
with the Highway and Railway. Historically, the
towns developed along the transport corridor at
convenient stopping points in the journey, as well as
locations with an availability of developable land. The
size of each town is generally governed by the local
topography, with the largest towns —Springwood
and Katoomba— situated where the ridge is widest.
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Great Western Highway
Main Western Railway

Wentworth Falls is situated in the upper mountains
area of the Blue Mountains, between the towns of
Bullaburra to the east and Leura to the west. The
town is located approximately 103km west of Sydney,
at an altitude of roughly 867m above sea level.

V14 Motorway
Bells Line of Road
other major roads
cliffs
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BLUE MOUNTAINS
NATIONAL PARK

THE STUDY AREA

The Wentworth Falls East study area comprises
a 2.3km section of two-lane highway between
Tableland Road and Station Street, Wentworth
Falls. The commercial centre of Wentworth Falls
is situated on Station Street, which also provides
access to Wentworth Falls railway station.
Within the study area, the Highway presently
consists of a combination of one and two lanes in
each direction, with no central median. The section
east of Shortland Street is presently signposted at
80km/h and the section west of Shortland Street is
signposted at 60km/h. There are presently seven
intersections with local roads along this section of
the Highway. To the immediate east of the study
area, the Highway comprises four lanes, while
to the west, the two-lane section of Highway
that has recently been upgraded to four lanes.
The accompanying presence of the Main Western
Railway Line is a consistent feature of the Highway
journey through the Blue Mountains. Within
the study area, the relationship between the
Highway and the Railway is only appreciable
for about 600m from Station Street eastward,
a section of Highway approximately one third
of the study area. For the remainder of the
study area, the railway is physically and visually
separated from the Highway by the ridge.
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INDIGENOUS HISTORY
At the time of European settlement, three distinct
Aboriginal groups—the Darug, the Gundungurra
and the Wiradjuri—occupied the land around
the Sydney colony. The Central and Northern
Blue Mountains areas seem to have been most
closely associated with the Darug people.
The early explorers recorded a number of sightings
of Aboriginal activity in the Blue Mountains area.
George Caley recorded seeing smoke from fires in
his journey to Mount Banks in 1804, and Blaxland
Wentworth and Lawson also recorded several
sightings of Aboriginal occupation and activity
during their crossing of the Blue Mountains in 1813.
In 1814, during the construction of the Cox's Road,
William Cox also reported sightings but, again, had
no interaction with the Aboriginal people in the
area. European contact with Aboriginal people in
the Blue Mountains did not occur until permanent
farms were established in the area (Mills, 2000).
Archaeological evidence confirms Aboriginal
occupation of the Blue Mountains area. Most of
the sites that have been investigated are located
on the east-west ridge, in the vicinity of the
Great Western Highway. It is generally accepted
that the ridge was an important transport route
for Aboriginal people in the Blue Mountains.
However, as most European activity in the Blue
Mountains has been confined to the ridge, the
high proportion of Aboriginal archaeological
sites recorded there may present an incomplete
picture of Aboriginal habitation in the region.
Navin Officer (2004) explain that the Wentworth
Falls district has long been recognised to exhibit
a range of Aboriginal sites that are characteristic
of sandstone country. The NSW Department

of Environment and Conservation (DEC) has on
record 39 Aboriginal objects and places in or near
Wentworth Falls, including: grinding grooves, rock
shelters, engraving sites, scarred trees and stone
arrangements. However, the DEC's site register lists
five known Aboriginal sites within a 1.5km radius of
the study area for the Highway upgrade, none are
located within the study area nor directly affected
by the proposed road widening (Hamm, 2004).
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The development of the Great Western H i g h 4
dates from 1814, when the first road through
the Blue Mountains commenced construction
under the supervision of William Cox. By 1815
the 160km long Bathurst Road was completed
through convict labour, closely following the route
taken by Blaxland Wentworth and Lawson. While
the Bell's Line of Road was developed in 1823 as
an alternate route west, it was used mainly as a
Extract of Evans' survey
stock route and the Bathurst Road remained the
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principal route west. Continuous improvements
were made to the Bathurst Road during the 1820's
and 1830's, under the direction of Surveyor General
Thomas Mitchell. Overcoming many engineering
challenges, Cox's road was transformed with
bridges, retaining walls and huge cuttings and was
renamed the Great Western Road by Mitchell.
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Connecting Sydney to the western plains, the
Highway played a fundamental role in the expansion
of the economic base of the colony. However, it
was the Main Western Railway that was responsible
for economic and urban development within
the Blue Mountains. The construction of the
Railway in the 1860's was also a great engineering
challenge, requiring deep cuttings and large
embankments to be constructed in response to
the difficult topography. The first Railway lin,- in
the Blue Mountains was a single-track line that
opened in 1867. Subsequent major developments
to the Railway involved duplication of the line in
1902, and electrification of the Railway in 1957.
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The rugged terrain of the Blue Mountains regions
was a major constraint to exploration, settlement
and development, resulting in large areas
remaining as wilderness that has been formally
dedicated as National Park. Urban development
in the Blue Mountains has been concentrated
along the primary transport corridor formed by
the Highway and railway, with village and rural
development along the Bell's Line of Road.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
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Early settlement in the Blue Mountains was
restricted to land granted for inns along the
Bathurst Road. It was the Robertson Land Acts
of 1861, and the arrival of the Railway in 1867,

097S.

1897 Railway Guide Map of Wentworth Falls (from Austin et al, 1995)
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that truly opened up the Blue Mountains to
industry, urban development and tourism.
The defining factor in the urban development of the
Blue Mountains was undoubtedly the arrival of the
Main Western Railway Line. The Railway provided
an accessible mode of transportation, allowing the
Blue Mountains to become a place in which to stay,
rather than to just pass through. Also, for the first
time it became feasible for people to live in the
Blue Mountains and work in Sydney. Large country
houses were established along the Railway line and
some, particularly in the Lower Blue Mountains, had
their own private platforms (Mosley 1989, p79).
The attraction of the Blue Mountains as a tourist
destination in the latter part of the nineteenth
century was due to the spectacular natural scenery
and a prevailing belief in the health benefits
of the fresh mountain air. The development
of grand hotels and health resorts, as well as
numerous guest houses, helped to establish
tourism as the dominant industry in the Blue
Mountains by the early the twentieth century. By
the 1920's, the Blue Mountains had become
a major tourist destination and Katoomba
was the honeymoon capital of Australia.
The Great Depression signalled the end of the golden
age of tourism in the Blue Mountains. World War
Two, droughts and industrial strikes precipitated a
continuous decline for the Blue Mountains tourist
industry. By the time the economy began to recover
in the 1950's, there had been a cultural shift towards
recreation on the coast, and the Blue Mountains
never regained its prominence as the leading holiday
destination. Nonetheless, tourism remains a major
industry for the Blue Mountains, facilitated by the
boom in eco-tourism in the late twentieth century.

LOCAL HISTORY
On the 23rd of May 1813, twelve days after
setting out on their historic crossing of the Blue
Mountains, Blaxland, Wentworth and Lawson
reached the site of what is now Wentworth Falls
(Austin et a1,1995, p1). In the following year,
during construction of Cox's road over the Blue
Mountains, a supply depot was built in the vicinity
of the corner of Blaxland Road and Sinclair Crescent,
just north of the present railway bridge. Built of
weatherboards, the depot hut was later called
the Weatherboard Hut and also leant its name
to the locality. After Cox's road was completed,
the Weatherboard Hut served as a small military
barracks and basic accommodation for travellers,
The alignment of Cox's original road in Wentworth
Falls is generally believed to be similar to the route of
the current Blaxland Road. A map prepared by the
RTA in 2002 for the Blue Mountains Historical Society
shows the alignment of Blaxland Road to generally
follow the survey traverses of both Surveyors Evans
and McBrien. Both of these traverses are believed
to be generally similar to the route of Cox's road,
but cannot be seen to the definitive route as no
formal survey of Cox's road was undertaken. During
the 1830's, Thomas Mitchell's improvements
to Cox's road included cutting off the large
loop of Blaxland Road west of Station Street.
The early buildings in the local area were primarily
for the accommodation of travellers visiting the
area to see the spectacular waterfalls formed by
Jamison Creek at the edge of the Jamison Valley. In
1826, an inn was built a few hundred yards north
of the present School of Arts (Austin et al, 1995,
p2). Originally called The Bathurst Traveller, it was
popularly known as the Weatherboard Inn and

operated until the arrival of the railway. Today, an
evergreen oak marks the site of the Weatherboard
Inn in Pitt Park. In 1880, the first Grand View Hotel
was constructed. A large weatherboard building
situated just west of the present hotel, it was
originally called the Wentworth Hotel. The current
Grand View Hotel was constructed in 1927.
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In 1867 the first, single line, railway in the Blue
Mountains reached Weatherboard. The name of
the station, and the town that grew around it, was
changed to Wentworth Falls in 1879 in honour
of the early explorer. Dams were built along the
new railway line to supply water for the steam
locomotives. At Weatherboard, a small dam was
originally constructed in the 1860's just west of
the present railway station. In 1878, a new dam
was constructed south of the Highway on Jamison
Creek, the remnants of which can be found today
in Wilson Park. In 1906, Wentworth Falls Lake was
created in response to the increased need for water
following the duplication of the railway line in 1903.
The surveyor Walter Armstrong laid out plans for
the development of a village at Wentworth Falls
in the 1880's. The proposed village of Brasfort
was envisaged by the government of the day to be
situated to the south of the railway line, extending
to the waterfalls. The land surveyed for Brasfort
remained largely undeveloped until the turn of
the century, due primarily to resistance by existing
landowners to further development in the area.
By the early twentieth century, increased traffic
on the Highway and the railway precipitated the
development of a commercial centre to the north of
the railway, opposite the railway station. Most of
the present shops in Wentworth Falls village were
built in the first decade of the twentieth century.
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1885 map of Wentworth Falls (from Austin et al, 1995).
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THE NATURAL SETTING

GEOLOGY, PHYSIOGRAPHY AND SOILS
The geology of the Blue Mountains has its origins
in the sediments deposited in the Sydney Basin,
which was formed in the mid-Permian period (c.
250 million years ago) as a result of fold movements
in central and northern New South Wales. Over
the next 60 million years three phases of sediment
deposition occurred, resulting in the three distinct
geologies of the Sydney Basin (in chronological
order): Narrabeen Group sandstones, Hawkesbury
Sandstone and Wianamatta Group shales.
Approximately 90 million years ago, the sedimentary
rocks were uplifted to form the Blue Mountains,
The Blue Mountains area does not consist of
mountains in the conventional sense. Instead,
the region comprises a deeply dissected
sandstone plateau that rises from about 20m
above sea level to an altitude of 1,300m at its
highest point. The Wentworth Falls East study
area is situated on the Blue Mountains Plateau
physiographic region (King 1994, p2). While
the geology of this region is predominantly
Hawkesbury Sandstone and Narrabeen Groups
Sandstone, the major peaks (such as Mt Tomah,
Mt Wilson and Mt Hay) are capped by basalt.
The underlying geology of the Wentworth Falls
East study area si the Narrabeen Group, comprising
quartz-lithic sandstones and quartz sandstone
interbedded with thin red, grey and green
claystone, shale with occasional conglomerate
and ironstone lenses (King 1994, p38). The soils
derived from the Narrabeen Group sandstones in
the study area are typically of the Medlow Bath
soil landscape group (King 1994, map), which
exhibits sandy soils and good drainage, with low
to very low fertility and moderate erodibility.

The geology of the study area is made visible
to the Highway corridor at the two sandstone
cuttings between Old Bathurst Road and
Buena Vista Avenue and the large cutting
immediately east of Tableland Road.
TOPOGRAPHY
The contemporary landscape of the Blue
Mountains is a physical manifestation of the
geological history of the region. The geological
processes of deposition, uplift and erosion have
created the sheer cliffs, narrow slot canyons
and deeply incised river valleys that are defining
characteristics of the Blue Mountains' sandstone
landscape. The underlying Narrabeen Sandstones
are responsible for the steep cliffs and flat-topped
plateaux that typify the Blue Mountains Plateau.
The Blue Mountains Plateau generally rises from
east to west, terminating in a spectacular line of
cliffs running north-south along the eastern side
of the Hartley, Kanimbla and Megalong Valleys
(Keith & Benson 1988, p110). This continuous
cliff line, often called the 'Cliff Wall', starts in the
Broken Back Range of the Hunter Valley and, facing
generally west, runs south for about 280km to
terminate near Bullio (Cunningham 1996, p39).
Located about 1.7km south of the Highway, the cliffs
that rim the Jamison Valley are a defining feature
of the landscape of Wentworth Falls. Of particular
note are the Kedumba Walls which form the eastern
edge of the Jamison Valley, separating it from the
Kings Tableland. It is at the Kedumba Walls, just
south of Wentworth Falls, that the Cliff Wall reaches
its maximum relative height of just under 300m.
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KINGS TABLELAND

ALTITUDE:
920m

900m

Within the Wentworth Falls East study
area, the Highway travels from southeast to north-west, following the narrow
ridgeline. Local high points include:
a. RL 905.44
near the water
reservoir at Tableland Road

880m

b. RL 889.1
radio transmission area,
east of Old Bathurst Road (east)
860m

840,-n

1

82017

between Old Bathurst
c. RL 893.1
Road and Buena Vista Avenue

The major creeks in the study area include Jamison
Creek, a tributary of Kedumba Creek and a part
of the Coxs River catchment. At the head of the
Jamison Creek catchment is Wentworth Falls
Lake, originally created as a railway reservoir
to provide water for the steam trains.
Jamison Creek flows south from Wentworth
Falls Lake toward the Kedumba Walls, where it
descends the cliff wall to the Jamison Valley in a
spectacular two-tiered waterfall. To the east of the
Wentworth Falls waterfall is the Valley of the Waters,
a slot valley with a spectacular series of cascading
waterfalls along the Valley of the Waters Creek.

d. RL 901.7
between Nelson
and
Avenue
Hume Avenue
Station Street,
e. RL 874.1
south of the railway bridge
f. RL 911.0
Blaxland Road, between
Lake Street and Bellevue Road

800n,

HYDROLOGY
780m

760m

740m

720m

On the Blue Mountains Plateau, the Great Western
Highway traverses the main ridge that separates
the Grose Valley from the Jamison Valley, rising
from an altitude of 240m at Glenbrook to 1,087m
at Blackheath. The ridge forms the watershed
between the Coxs River catchment to the south
and the Grose river catchment to the north. Both
rivers are tributaries of the Hawkesbury-Nepean
River, which lies at the eastern edge of the Plateau.
A complex dendritic pattern of steep and often
narrow creek gorges deeply incises the otherwise
generally flat (with local topographic relief) plateau.
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1600m
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= 100m

Base map produced using the Australian Natural Resources Atlas from the National Land and Water Resources Audit, a Program of the Natural Heritage Trust
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NATIVE VEGETATION
The majority of the original native vegetation
in the study area has been cleared to provide
for the development of the transport corridor
and the town. The existing vegetation directly
adjoining the Highway in the study area consists
primarily of cultural plantings associated
with residential gardens, native plantings or
disturbed remnant native vegetation.
A number of notable native vegetation communities
in the vicinity of the study area have been identified
by Smith & Smith (1995), including: Eucalyptus
oreades - Eucalyptus piperita open forest/tall open
forest; Eucalyptus piperita - Eucalyptus sieberi
open forest/woodland; and Blue Mountains Sedge
Swamps and heath vegetation along Jamison Creek.
The Eucalyptus oreades - Eucalyptus piperita
and Eucalyptus piperita - Eucalyptus sieberi
vegetation types are more likely to be visible
from the Highway and are more suitable as
models for any revegetation works that may
be carried out as part of the Highway upgrade.
Following are descriptions of these vegetation
types, based on Smith & Smith (1995).

EUCALYPTUS OREADES - EUCALYPTUS PIPERITA
OPEN FOREST/TALL OPEN FOREST
This vegetation type can be found in a revegetation
reserve immediately north of the Highway, east of
Tableland Road. This is the typical vegetation of
gullies and sheltered slopes on Narrabeen Group
Sandstones in and around Wentworth Falls. The
vegetation type is described by Smith & Smith
(1995, p.14) as somewhat intermediate between
dry sclerophyll and wet sclerophyll forest.
EUCALYPTUS PIPERITA - EUCALYPTUS
SIEBER' OPEN FOREST/WOODLAND
Remnant communities of this vegetation type
can be found between Buena Vista Avenue and
the railway line, and along Jamison Creek. It is
the most extensive type of native vegetation in
the Wentworth Falls area and in the upper Blue
Mountains in general. Smith & Smith (1995, p.15)
describe the Eucalyptus oreades - Eucalyptus
piperita vegetation type as a typical dry sclerophyll
forest with a diverse shrubby understorey.
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THE URBAN SETTING

LAND USE
The land uses in the study area immediately
adjacent to the Highway, and in Wentworth Falls
generally, are predominantly residential, consisting
of houses along the Highway and side streets. The
character of the residential development consists
of single dwellings on medium sized lots.

1

The few non-residential land uses within the study
area comprise commercial, utility and railway
properties. Wentworth Falls Village is located at the
western end of the study area and is characterised
by small commercial premises along Station Street.
At the eastern end of the study area, there are two
commercial premises —the Long View Garden Centre
and Wentworth Falls Pots— located on the Highway
at either side of the Tableland Road intersection.
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The other non-residential land uses within the
study area are: the radio transmission tower
between Tableland Road and Old Bathurst
Road, the Rest Easy Motel at Old Bathurst
Road and the Grand View Hotel opposite
Station Street and the railway corridor.
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THE EXISTING SITUATION
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Falls Road catchment
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Primary intersection
Secondary intersection

LOCAL VEHICULAR ACCESS
AND CIRCULATION
There are presently seven local road intersections
with the Highway in the study area: Tableland
Road, Old Bathurst Road (east), Shortland Street,
Old Bathurst Road (west), Dalrymple Avenue (east),
Dalrymple Avenue (west) and Station Street.
Connectivity within the local road network, and
between the local road network and the Highway, is
governed by the local topography and the location
of local creeks. The location of the railway line to
the north of the Highway also provides an obstacle
to local road connectivity to the Highway from the
north. These factors have given rise to a number
of distinct local road catchments with access to
the Highway in the study area. These are:
TABLELAND ROAD/SHORTLAND STREET
LOCAL ROAD CATCHMENT
Tableland Road and Shortland Street provide
access to the Highway for all properties to
the south of the Highway between Tableland
Road and Sandbox Street, including all the
properties on the King's Tableland.
OLD BATHURST ROAD LOCAL ROAD CATCHMENT
Old Bathurst Road intersects with the
Highway twice and provides the only
Highway access for the properties along Old
Bathurst Road and Buena Vista Avenue.
DALRYMPLE AVENUE LOCAL ROAD CATCHMENT
Dalrymple Avenue also intersects twice with the
Highway and provides the only access to the
Highway for properties to the south of the Highway
between Kitchener Avenue and Page Avenue.

STATION STREET LOCAL ROAD CATCHMENT
Station Street provides access to the Highway for
all properties to the north of the railway line in
Wentworth Falls. The only other access to the
Highway for these properties is Sinclair Crescent,
approximately 2km to the west of Station Street.
The Wentworth Falls shopping village and railway
station are also located on Station Street.

PROVISION FOR PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS
Pedestrian access along the Highway is currently
provided by a discontinuous footpath to the south
of the Highway. Between Tableland Road and
Dalrymple Avenue, the footpath is primarily offHighway and unpaved. Between Dalrymple Avenue
(east) and Dalrymple Avenue (west), a concrete
footpath is located along the residential property
frontages on an embankment above the Highway.
There is currently no formal provision
for off-Highway cyclists along the
Highway in the study area.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The Main Western Railway Line provides access
from Wentworth Falls to other villages along the
railway line in the Blue Mountains, as well as
to Sydney in the east and Lithgow in the west.
The local bus company also provides access
between the villages via the Highway. There are
currently three bus stops on the Highway in the
study area. A bus stop for eastbound services is
located just east of Station Street, and bus stops
for westbound services are located just west of
Tableland Road and Dalrymple Avenue (east).
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KINGS TABLELAND

THE VISUAL SETTING

Tableland Road intersection

Views from the Highway provide motorists with a
visual connection to the local area and the wider
region. While the Highway is located on the
main ridge in the Blue Mountains region, regional
views from the Highway are often obscured by
vegetation, landforms and urban development. This
is primarily the case in the study area. However,
there is one spectacular long view to the east
from the crest of the hill at Tableland Road.
Local hills, buildings and vegetation define the
visual catchment along the Highway. Local
views and landmarks provide important
location cues for motorists, providing a point
of difference from other parts of the Highway
journey. Important local landmarks and views
that characterise the study area include:
TABLELAND ROAD INTERSECTION
Situated at the crest of a hill with bushland to the
east and suburban development to the west, the
Tableland Road intersection forms a visual entry point
to the Wentworth Falls area. The intersection is
quite large and open in character, and is marked by
the two retail nurseries at either side of the Highway.
DISUSED SERVICE STATION AND REST EASY MOTEL
The disused service station between Old Bathurst
Road east and west is visually prominent from the

Visually stgnificant streetscape

Highway. A 1950's weatherboard building, it is one
of the few buildings visible from the Highway on
the eastern approach to Wentworth Falls Village.
Situated between the disused service station
and Old Bathurst Road (west), the Rest Easy
Motel building is screened from the Highway by
vegetation. However, the sign for the motel is
highly prominent on the Highway and also forms
a local landmark on the Highway journey.
HIGHWAY STREETSCAPE BETWEEN NELSON
AVENUE AND DALRYMPLE AVENUE (WEST)
This section of the Highway is characterised by
a narrow, gently undulating roadway. Mature
garden plantings frame the edge of the westbound
carriageway and the railway parallels the highway
adjacent to the eastbound carriageway. The
residential buildings on the Highway frontage are
not visible from the Highway, as they are screened
by their mature gardens and roadside vegetation.
The character of this section of the Highway is very
much that of a local country road in the mountains.
Blue Mountains City Council has identified this
section of the Highway as a Visually Significant
Streetscape in its Local Environment Plan (2005).
A visually significant streetscape is defined as
a street that plays a major role in the character

of a village. In this case, the streetscape
also provides a gateway to the village.
THE GRAND VIEW HOTEL
The Grand View Hotel is located at the south
western corner of the Dalrymple Avenue (west)
intersection. A large building, set back from the
Highway and painted pink, the Grand View Hotel
is visually prominent from both the east and west
bound carriageways. The Hotel is an important
local landmark and, in conjunction with the
Station Street intersection, forms part of the visual
setting to the entry to Wentworth Falls Village.
STATION STREET INTERSECTION
The Station Street intersection provides the visual
setting for the entry to Wentworth Falls Village.
In particular the Anderson Buildings, located at
the corner of Station Street and the Highway, are
an important landmark at the village entry and
provide a visual link to the history of the town.
Characterised by municipal plantings, the northeastern corner of the intersection also contributes
to the local character of the village entry.

Grand V i e w Hotel
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KEY VALUES OF THE HIGHWAY EXPERIENCE

24

Grand View Hotel

East of Dalrymple Avenue (East)

The experience of travelling along this section of the
Highway is that of a sequence of changing landscape
situations. The landscape changes with proximity
to the centre of Wentworth Falls Village at Station
Street and these changes create an arrival experience
that is particular to Wentworth Falls, providing
a sense of place along the Highway journey,
The motoring experience along this section
of the Highway is characterised by changes in
topography and road alignment, and changes in
the visual character of the adjoining landscape.
These two experiences form the key values of
the Highway experience in the study area.

TOPOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE
The sequence of topographic experiences on the
Highway provides motoring interest and contributes
to the sense of driving on a 'mountain road'.
Within the study area, the local topography has
a considerable influence on the alignment of the
roadway. The Highway undulates as it traverses
the local ridgeline and curves around local high
points, providing an experience of the locality
that is physically appreciable to motorists,
The Station Street intersection is situated on a
curve in the Highway and is approached from the

Visually Significant Streetscape— Railway in cut

west by a general descent. Locally, the Station
Street and Dalrymple Avenue (west) intersections
are situated on a small crest. Travelling east from
Dalrymple Avenue (west), there is a short, straight,
section of Highway with gentle local undulations
in the generally rising road. The westbound side
of the Highway is bound by the side of a hill,
while the relationship with the railway adjacent
to the eastbound side changes from cut to fill.
From about Nelson Avenue, the Highway curves
to a more westerly orientation and descends
toward the Dalrymple Avenue (east) intersection.
The Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Old Bathurst
Road (west) intersections are situated in a
local depression on the Highway. The railway
moves away from the Highway to become
separated by the hill at Old Bathurst Road.
From the Old Bathurst Road (west) and Dalrymple
Avenue (east) intersections, the Highway ascends
in a generally straight horizontal alignment
toward Tableland Road. Just east of Old Bathurst
Road (west) is a sandstone cutting adjacent to
the eastbound side of the Highway, a visible
expression of the sandstone geology of the local
area. This cutting disappears at the Rest View
Motel and reappears just east of the disused
service station. Between the two Old Bathurst
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lirrsiTaily Significant Streetscape
— Railway on fill

Highway near Nelson Avenue

Road intersections, the topography drops away
from the westbound side. West of Shortland
Street, the land at both edges of the Highway
is generally slightly higher than the Highway.
Situated on a crest in the Highway, the Tableland
Road intersection signals the limit to the urban
development of Wentworth Falls. The descent
from the intersection also provides a strong sense
of departure when travelling east. The eastern
approach to the Tableland Road intersection
is characterised by a dramatic ascent from
Bodington Hill, creating a powerful sense of
arrival to the outskirts of Wentworth Falls.

VISUAL EXPERIENCE
The sequence of changing views along the Highway
is an important part of the journey though the Blue
Mountains. In general, the experience of driving
through the Blue Mountains is one of bushland
separating the urban developments of towns
and villages. The bushland sections often offer
spectacular regional views, while the particular
local character of the buildings and streetscapes
visually differentiate the towns and villages along
the journey. The visual relationship between the
Highway and the railway is an important part of

Dalrymple Avenue (West)
and Old Bathurst Road (East) intersections

Cutting east of Old Bathurst Road (East)

not just the motoring experience through the Blue
Mountains, but also that of the rail journey.

footpath provide a very important contribution to
the 'country village' character of the streetscape.

In the study area, the visual relationship between
the Highway and the adjacent land uses and
natural landscape provide a staged sense of
departure from, and arrival to, the Wentworth
Falls Village. The decreasing intensity of urban
development as one departs the village travelling
east is visually played out along the Highway.

West of Nelson Avenue to Dalrymple Avenue (east),
the Highway rounds a corner while the railway
diverges from the Highway. The roadway is visually
enclosed on both sides by native vegetation and
the scale of the roadway is still that of a small
country road. The character of the vegetation on
the eastbound side is that of eucalypt woodland
with some exotic garden trees, while the westbound
side of the Highway is defined by a small cutting
that is vegetated with eucalypts and native shrubs.

The Station Street and Dalrymple Avenue (west)
intersections visually signify the centre of Wentworth
Falls Village. The intersections are situated on a
small local crest on the Highway and are framed
by the Grand View Hotel and Anderson Buildings,
two landmark buildings in the local area. The
buildings are easily recognisable and memorable
along the Highway and are also slightly grander in
scale than the other more modestly scaled retail
and commercial buildings in the town centre.
From Dalrymple Avenue (west) to just west of
Nelson Avenue, the visual character of the Highway
is very much that of a small country road. The
Highway is narrow and has a straight alignment
that is differentiated by small undulations. The
railway line parallels the Highway and forms a strong
visual edge to the eastbound side of the road. The
changing vertical relationship between the Highway
and railway as the railway moves from a cut to a fill
situation provides variety to the visual relationship.
The setting on the westbound side of the Highway
provides a strong visual link to the historic residential
character of the local area. While most of the
houses are not visible from the Highway, the
character of the mature gardens of the properties,
the wide, mostly vegetated verge and the high level

The visual scale of the Highway increases
dramatically at the Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Old
Bathurst Road (west) intersections. The intersections
are offset, and the two extra lanes that been
required for the turning movements have resulted in
an essentially four-lane roadway. The vegetation at
the intersection is also set back substantially, creating
an overall visual impression of a very expansive road.
The Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Old Bathurst Road
(west) intersections signal the end of the small scale,
'country road' character closer to the village centre.
From Old Bathurst Road (east), the Highway
ascends in a straight alignment toward Tableland
Road. The width of the Highway is consistently
the equivalent of four lanes, due to the required
turning lanes at Old Bathurst Road (east), Shortland
Street and Tableland Road. The width and straight
alignment of the Highway corridor creates a visually
expansive road character that contrasts with that
of the section between the two Dalrymple Avenue
intersections. The cuttings on the eastbound edge
and the native vegetation on either side of the
Highway help to visually frame the road corridor.
The only buildings visible from the Highway in this

section are: the disused service station and the first
five houses on the westbound side of the Highway
east of Shortland Street. The visual impression of
this section of Highway is more suburban than that
of the previous section and creates an 'outer town'
character to this part of the Highway journey.
Situated on a crest on the Highway, the Tableland
Road intersection is visually expansive but
framed by a backdrop of bushland with some
exotic plantings at the nurseries. The two retail
nurseries at either side of the Highway at Tableland
Road mark the limit of Wentworth Falls' urban
development that is visible from the Highway.
From Tableland Road, the Highway assumes a steep
descent toward Bullburra in the east. Just east of
Tableland Road, there is a long view toward Sydney
from the eastbound carriageway that is framed by
a large sandstone cutting on the westbound edge
of the roadway and eucalypt woodland on the
eastbound side. This spectacular view, combined
with the descent from the hill, creates a powerful
sense of departure from Wentworth Falls.
The eastern approach to Tableland Road is
characterised by a bushland setting that separates
the villages of Bullaburra and Wentworth Falls.
With long, spectacular, regional views to the south,
this section of Highway is approximately 2km in
length and has a 'between towns' character that
is consistent with other sections of the Highway.

East of Rest Easy Motel

1

Western approach to_Shortland Street intersection

Shortland Street intersection

Between Shortland Street and Tableland_Road

Western approach to Tableland Road intersection

Tableland Road intersection

Highway cutting east of Tableland Road intersection
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URBAN DESIGN AND LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

PLANNING AND HERITAGE CONSIDERATIONS
The Indigenous Cultural Heritage Assessment for
this project (Navin Officer, 2004) did not identify
any Aboriginal objects, sites or areas of Aboriginal
archaeological sensitivity in the study area.
Consequently, the report recommended that there
are no Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints to
the proposed Highway upgrade in the study area.
Blue Mountains City Council's 2002 Draft
Local Environment Plan (DLEP) identifies
a number of heritage items and heritage
conservation areas situated directly adjacent
to the Highway. These include:
HERITAGE ITEMS
Item Number
Item
WF018

Grand View Hotel and garages,
174 Great Western Highway

WF098

'Carcoola', house, 188
Great Western Highway

WF110

Anderson Buildings, 19 Station Street

HERITAGE CONSERVATION AREAS
Number
Area name and address
WF032

Station Street Precinct
Conservation Area

WF044

Great Western Highway Residential
Precinct Conservation Area

Nos. 156, 160, 162, 164, 166, 168, 170
Great Western Highway

An assessment of these items and the impact of the
Highway Upgrade proposal on the heritage of the
study area, can be found in the Heritage Assessment
Report for this project (Rappoport, 2004).

into railway property can only occur outside
RailCorp's operational clear zone and as long as
the structural integrity of the embafikments and
cuttings adjoining the railway is maintained.

The DLEP also identifies a Village Town Centre
Precinct that encompasses the buildings on the
north-western corner of the intersection between
Station Street and the Highway. The traditional
'main street' pattern of the town centre, the modest
scale of the buildings, and distinctive form and
architectural detail of the retail terrace buildings
are important characteristics of the precinct,

OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Additionally, the LEP 2005 identifies the Highway
frontage between Dalrymple Avenue (west) and
Nelson Avenue as a 'visually significant streetscape'.
The DLEP describes visually significant streetscapes as
those streets in the Blue Mountains that play a major
role in setting the character of a village. Maintaining
the quality of appearance of the streetscape is the
primary concern in these areas. Visually significant
streetscapes are protected by the application of
the Living Conservation Zone. Development in
the road reserve adjoining the Living Conservation
Zone is to retain and strengthen the existing
landscape setting. Where possible, the existing
significant landscape elements within the road
reserve (particularly vegetation), is to be retained,

PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS
THE RAILWAY LINE
The proximity of the railway to the north of
the Highway between Dalrymple Avenue and
Nelson Avenue is a substantial limitation to the
Highway Upgrade. The Highway must be widened
primarily toward the south, as the operation of
the railway cannot be impacted upon. Widening
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The operational constraints to the Highway
upgrade proposal involve access to the Highway
from the local road network and access for
Highway fronting properties. A more detailed
discussion of these matters is provided in the
description of the Highway Character Units.
LOCAL VEHICULAR ACCESS
Access between the Highway and the local road
network must be maintained. As the local road
network is discontinuous, there is little scope to
remove intersections from the Highway without
constructing substantial local link road connections.
Furthermore, the turning movements for some of
the intersections may not be reduced because of the
discontinuous nature of the local road network.
PROPERTIES FRONTING THE HIGHWAY
There are a number of properties that have direct
access to the Highway with no alternate street
access. The Highway upgrade will have to retain
direct access to the Highway for these properties,
or provide service roads to these properties.
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OPPORTUNITIES

1

1

The Highway upgrade provides a number
of opportunities to improve local access,
improve connectivity for pedestrians and
cyclists, as well as provide enhancements to
the unique qualities and characteristics of the
corridor. These opportunities include:

IMPROVEMENT OF INTERSECTIONS

IMPROVEMENT OF SAFETY OF ACCESS
FOR FRONTING PROPERTIES

There are a number of opportunities to improve
the operation of the local road intersections within
the study area. While all turning movements must
be maintained at Station Street, Dalrymple Avenue
(west) and Tableland Road, it may be possible
to improve the operation of these intersections
through the introduction of traffic lights.

The provision of service roads would decrease
instances of direct access to the Highway from
fronting properties, which would improve safety
for those residents as well as general Highway
users. Service roads may be provided for the
properties fronting the southern side of the Highway
between Tableland Road and Sandbox Road.

The Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Old Bathurst
Road (west) intersections are currently offset,
creating a very wide expanse of roadway. While
it is not possible to close or reduce either of
these intersections, they may be improved by
realigning one or both intersections to form a
cross intersection controlled by traffic lights.

The provision of a service road for the Highway
fronting properties between Nelson Avenue and
Dalrymple Avenue (west) was considered. While
there is sufficient room in the road corridor to
provide for a service road for most of the Highway
fronting properties between Nelson Avenue
and Dalrymple Avenue (west), substantial strip
acquisitions would be required for the first eight
properties west of Dalrymple Avenue (west),
including the Heritage Conservation Area (WF044).
The physical impact of a service road on the Heritage
Conservation Area and the impact of a much wider
road corridor on the character of the streetscape
were considered to outweigh the potential benefits
to local access and circulation. For these reasons,
a service road is not recommended for this area.

Properties south of the Highway between Tableland
Road and Sandbox Road currently have access to the
Highway from both Tableland Road and Shortland
Street. Both of these intersections currently allow
all turning movements. It is possible to reduce
one of these intersections, which would have the
benefit of decreasing the scale of the Highway
due to the requirement for less turning lanes. As
the Tableland Road intersection services a much
larger catchment, including all properties on Kings
Tableland, the Shortland Street intersection is a
more likely candidate for reduction in scale.

Access for the fronting properties between
Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Nelson Avenue
may be provided by a shared driveway
arrangement similar to the existing situation.

MINIMISATION OF THE VISUAL
SCALE OF HIGHWAY
The visual scale of the upgraded Highway may
be minimised by consolidating the number
of intersections and reducing the turning
movements of intersections. These moves
would reduce the number of turning lanes
on the Highway, thereby reducing the overall
width and visual scale of the road corridor.
Furthermore, there is an opportunity to vertically
separate the carriageways between Dalrymple
Avenue (east) and Dalrymple Avenue (west), which
would serve to visually minimise the scale of the
Highway along this visually significant streetscape.

IMPROVEMENT OF ACCESS FOR
PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS
The Highway upgrade also provides an opportunity
to improve the provision for pedestrians and
cyclists along the road corridor. The shoulders
on the Highway could be of sufficient width to
provide for commuter cyclists, consistent with
the Highway upgrades in other parts of the Blue
Mountains. The provision for pedestrians would
also be upgraded as part of the road widening;
there is an opportunity to provide a continuous
shared pedestrian and cycle path on one side of the
Highway between Tableland Road and Station Street.

It is possible to reduce the Old Bathurst Road (east)
intersection from left in/left out to left out only as
westbound traffic would have access to the Highway
from the Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
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URBAN DESIGN OBJECTIVES

URBAN DESIGN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A number of key urban design objectives
have guided the development of the
Highway upgrade design proposal for
Wentworth Falls East. These were:

In order to ensure that the key urban design
objectives for the Highway upgrade are
comprehensively addressed, a series of
design principles have been developed. The
design principles also aim to integrate good
urban design practice into all aspects of the
concept design development. The design
principles address the objectives for the
Highway upgrade in the following way:

• To improve the safety, capacity and
efficiency of the Highway;
• To retain, as much as possible, the essential
qualities of the existing Highway experience;
• To retain, as much as practicable, the existing
qualities of the urban and natural environment
through which the Highway passes;
• To minimise the construction impact and
reduce the operational impact of the
Highway on the local community;
• To ensure that the Highway design
responds to the natural and cultural
landscapes through which it passes; and
• To ensure that the design of new structures,
road elements and components make an
appropriate contribution to the Highway journey.

To improve the safety, capacity and
efficiency of the Highway
Design principles
• Design the Highway to RTA and Austroad
standards to suit a minimum design speed
of 80km/h between villages and 70km/h
within the villages (signposted at 60km/h).

•

Improve local vehicular circulation to reduce
the need for local traffic to use the Highway.

•

Provide safer and more efficient operation
of local buses on the Highway.

•

Improve facilities for all road users, including
motorists, pedestrians and cyclists.

To retain, as much as possible, the essential
qualities of the existing Highway experience
Design principles
• Retain, and where feasible improve, important
regional views and views to important
landmarks and precincts along the Highway.
•

Retain the topographic experience in the
Highway alignment design by keeping
the varying horizontal and vertical
alignment as much as practicable.

•

Ensure the safe design of the Highway such
that it takes into consideration its function as
both a regional and local connector, and the
various interactions due to all road users.

To retain, as much as practicable, the existing
qualities of the urban and natural environment
through which the Highway passes

•

Reduce the number of local road
intersections along the Highway.

Design principles
• Minimise the physical footprint
of the Highway upgrade.
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• Retain the character of the local
Highway streetscape.
• Preserve the integrity of existing
cultural heritage items.
• Minimise the impact of the Highway
upgrade on native vegetation
communities and cultural plantings.
To minimise the construction impact
and reduce the operational impact of
the Highway on the local community
Design principles
• Identify and adopt an appropriate
construction methodology.
• Minimise the physical footprint
of the Highway upgrade.
• Integrate the Highway upgrade with the
surrounding landscape as much as practicable.
• Minimise environmental impacts (including:
noise, vibration, water and air quality, flora
and fauna, social) through sensitive Highway
design and appropriate mitigation measures.

Further design principles specific to each
Highway character unit are described in
the Urban design, landscape and visual
assessment section of this report.

To ensure that the Highway design
responds to the natural and cultural
landscapes through which it passes
Design principles
• Design the Highway as an integrated part of
the physical and cultural landscape, rather
than as a separate, unrelated structure.
• Minimise the intrusion and impact of road-related
elements such as walls on the local landscape.
•

Respect existing structures of cultural importance.

•

Minimise the physical footprint
of the Highway upgrade.

To ensure that the design of new
structures, road elements and
components make an appropriate
contribution to the Highway journey
Design principles
• Avoid the use of token "gateway" statements.
Instead, utilise the unique features of the
local area and functional elements of the
Highway as visual markers to provide a
sense of arrival to Wentworth Falls.
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LEGEND
existing Highway alignment
proposed Highway alignment
proposed local roads
proposed shared driveways
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has been raised to provide driveway access for
properties without alternative street access.

HIGHWAY ALIGNMENT
The proposal is to upgrade the Highway between
Tableland Road and Station Street in Wentworth Falls
from two lanes to four lanes, divided by a central
median. The proposed roadworks would extend
460m east of the Tableland Road intersection in
order to tie in to the existing Highway lanes, in the
vicinity of Bodington Hill. The total length of the
proposed upgrade would be 2.3km. The vertical
and horizontal alignment would be improved to
the 80kph design standard for the entire study
area, however the section between Dalrymple
Avenue East and Station Street would be signposted
at 60km/h on approach to the village centre.
In order to minimise property acquisitions, the
proposed upgrade would occur within the existing
Highway corridor wherever possible. From Nelson
Avenue to the eastern end of the project, the road
widening would occur to the north of the existing
Highway; to the west of Nelson Avenue, the road
widening would occur primarily to the south of
the existing Highway, away from the railway line.
The proposed vertical alignment of the Highway
generally follows the existing rolling terrain,
preserving the undulating character of the existing
Highway. Between Nelson Avenue and Dalrymple
Avenue (west), the existing undulations have been
decreased to conform with road design guidelines,
but a generally undulating character has been
retained. Additionally, the two carriageways have
been vertically separated between Nelson Avenue
and Dalrymple Avenue (west). The eastbound
carriageway is kept roughly at the existing level of
the highway, while the westbound carriageway
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LOCAL VEHICULAR ACCESS
AND CIRCULATION
In order to minimise conflicts between local and
regional traffic on the Highway, local vehicular
access has been improved and rationalised
wherever possible. This has been achieved
through the provision of service roads where
possible, and the upgrading of intersections.
INTERSECTIONS
The existing intersections would be
improved in the following way:
• Tableland Road would be upgraded
to a seagull intersection;
• Shortland Street would become a left-in/leftout intersection. The right turn movement
would be provided at Tableland Road;
• Old Bathurst Road (east) would become a left-out
only intersection. All other turning movements
would be provided at Old Bathurst Road (west);
• Old Bathurst Road (west) and Dalrymple
Avenue (east) would be consolidated as one
cross intersection controlled by traffic lights.
All turning movements would be allowed,
except the left turn out from Old Bathurst
Road (west). This would be provided at Old
Bathurst Road (east). The new intersection
would also include pedestrian crossings;
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•

Dalrymple Avenue (west) would have the
left out movement removed. An additional
lane through the Dalrymple Avenue (west)
and Station Street intersections would
improve the right turn movements from
the Highway into these two local roads.
t a s 0 N AVENUE

SERVICE ROADS
In order to eliminate direct driveway access to the
Highway, one-way service roads would be provided
on the southern side of the Highway between:

0,,vvitaApLE AVENUE (EAST)
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• Tableland Road and Shortland Street, and
• Shortland Street and an extension
of Sandbox Road.
A shared driveway would be provided from
the end of the Sandbox Road extension
for the properties between Dalrymple
Avenue (east) and Sandbox Road.

1

r

The existing service road at the end of
Nelson Avenue would be removed and
replaced with a shared driveway.
DRIVEWAY ACCESS
Properties on the southern side of the Highway
between Nelson Avenue and Dalrymple Avenue
(west) will have direct access to the westbound
carriageway. Comprehensive design of all the
driveways would be undertaken at the Detailed
Design phase of the project, in consultation with
the individual property owners to determine
the most suitable driveway arrangements. It
is anticipated that a combination of individual
and shared driveways would be provided.
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LEGEND
Shared pedestrian and cyclist path
Existing footpath
Pedestrian crossing at traffic lights
(---).

Pedestrian crossing
Existing bus stop
Proposed bus stop

ACCESS AND CIRCULATION FOR CYCLISTS

• Dalrymple Avenue (east) to west of Nelson
Avenue (approximately CH11,140):

Access for cyclists would be provided
between Tableland Road and Station
Street in the following way:
•

Off-highway shared pedestrian and cyclist path
beside the one-way service roads between
Tableland Road and Shortland Street, and
between Shortland Street and Sandbox Road;

• An off-road, shared pedestrian and cyclist
path between the end of the Sandbox Road
extension and Dalrymple Avenue (west).

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

-

• West of Nelson Avenue (approximately
CH11,140) to Dalrymple Avenue (west):
-

•

a shared pedestrian and cyclist path would be
provided on the side of the one-way service
road adjacent to residential properties;
• Shortland Street to Dalrymple Avenue (east):
-

a shared pedestrian and cyclist path
would be provided on the side of the
one-way service road to Sandbox Road
adjacent to residential properties, and
then within the road reserve from Sandbox
Road to Dalrymple Avenue (east);

a shared pedestrian and cyclist path
would be provided adjacent to
the westbound carriageway;

Dalrymple Avenue (west) to Station Street:
-

Pedestrians would be provided with a
concrete footpath on the westbound side of
the Highway between Tableland Road and
Station Street, in the following way:
• Tableland Road to Shortland Street:

pedestrian access would be beside the shared
driveway at the end of Nelson Avenue;

-

the existing footpath on the westbound
side of the Highway would be retained
and a pedestrian fence would be provided
between the footpath and the Highway
to encourage pedestrian use of the
existing crossing at Station Street, and
at the bus stop on the eastbound side of
the Highway, steps would be provided to
the existing carpark on Station Street.

Pedestrian access across the Highway would
be provided in the following locations:

•

Retention of the existing signalised pedestrian
crossing at the Station Street intersection.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT PROVISION
Provision for buses along the Highway would be
retained and improved in the following way:
WESTBOUND BUSES
• The existing bus stop west of Tableland
Road would be retained;

1 4 , 0 0 N AVENUE

ppLRYMPLE AVENUE (EAST)

• The existing bus stop west of Dalrymple
Avenue (east) would be retained.
EASTBOUND BUSES
• The existing bus stop east of Station
Street would be retained;
• A new bus stop would be provided east of
the consolidated Dalrymple Avenue (east)
and Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection;
• A new bus stop would be provided about 50
metres east of the Old Bathurst Road (east)
intersection. A new pedestrian actuated
signalised crossing would provide access to the
bus stop from the southern side of the Highway.

• A pedestrian actuated signalised midblock crossing between Tableland Road
and Old Bathurst Road (east);

010"

• A signalised pedestrian crossing at the
consolidated Dalrymple Avenue (east) and
Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection;

EDI
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THE PROPOSED HIGHWAY UPGRADE
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LEGEND

_

Proposed Highway

Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist path

Proposed one-way service roads

Proposed retaining wall

Proposed modifications to local roads

—A—F-2-7

———

-

— — — Existing property boundary (surveyed)

Proposed embankment

Proposed shared driveways

Proposed vehicle safety barrier

Modified existing driveway

Sight distance clear zone

Proposed property acquisition boundary

-

Existing property boundary (LPI)
A.M

Proposed street light
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LEGEND
Village entry:
Station St to Dalrymple Ave (west)

Village approach:
Dalrymple Ave (west) to
west of Nelson Ave (CH11,250)
Transition:
West of Nelson Ave (CH11,250) to
Dalrymple Ave (east)

Threshold:
Dalrymple Ave (east) and
Old Bathurst Rd (west) intersections

Outer town:
Old Bathurst Rd (west) to Tableland Rd

Threshold:
Tableland Rd intersection

Between towns:
East of Tableland Rd
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Visual effect
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Visual impact
Visual assessment matrix

The urban design, landscape and visual impact
assessment identifies the potential impacts of
the proposed Highway upgrade on its setting
and on motorists' experience of the Highway
journey. It involves an analysis of the site in terms
of the existing landscape and visual character
of the Highway and surrounding areas, and an
analysis of the visual prominence and effect of
the proposed works. Based on this analysis, any
potential visual impacts are identified and any
necessary mitigation measures are recommended.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT
The visual impact of the proposal is determined by
considering both the visual effect of the proposal
and its visual sensitivity. Various combinations
of visual effects and visual sensitivities would
produce high, moderate or low visual impacts.
The visual effect of the proposal can be expressed
as the level of visual contrast or change between
the existing Highway character and setting,
and the proposed Highway upgrade.
Visual sensitivity is a measure of how critically
a change to the existing landscape would be
perceived by various viewers. A range of viewer
characteristics would determine the visual sensitivity
of any proposal. The major characteristics that
are considered in this study are land use, the
proximity of the Highway to viewers, the visibility
of the Highway from critical viewing areas,
and the types of motorists on the Highway.

HIGHWAY CHARACTER UNITS
A number of Highway Character Units have been
identified in order to ensure that the proposed
upgrade is sensitive to the local landscape, and
that the existing landscape values of the Highway
experience are retained. The Highway Character
Units are based on a combination of the values
of the Highway experience in the study area and
the character of the adjoining landscape, which
in turn is based on the particular combination
of land uses, landform and vegetation.
Within the study area, seven Highway
character units have been identified:
1. Village Entry: Station Street to
Dalrymple Avenue (west)
2. Village Approach: Dalrymple Avenue (west)
to west of Nelson Avenue (CH11,250)
3. Transition: west of Nelson Avenue
(CH11,250) to Dalrymple Avenue (east)
4. Threshold: Dalrymple Avenue (east) and
Old Bathurst Road (west) intersections
5. Outer Town: Old Bathurst Road
(west) to Tableland Road
6. Threshold: Tableland Road intersection
7. Between Towns: East of Tableland Road
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VILLAGE ENTRY: STATION STREET TO DALRYMPLE AVENUE (WEST)

42

EXISTING CHARACTER

CONSTRAINTS

This section of the Highway is characterised by
the entry to the Wentworth Falls shopping village
along Station Street. The scale of the Highway is
wide in this location, due to the proximity of the
Station Street and Dalrymple Avenue intersections
and the need to provide extra lanes to allow for
all turning movements to both intersections.
The railway becomes parallel to Station Street
and Wentworth Falls Railway Station is located
on its eastern side, opposite the shops.

• The Grand View Hotel is a heritage item.

Two large and visually prominent heritage buildings
—the Grand View Hotel and the Anderson
Buildings— provide landmarks at either side of the
Highway at Station Street. These two buildings
provide important visual links to the European
history of the town. The more modestly scaled
terraced commercial buildings along Station Street
are also visible from the Highway. The municipal
garden plantings at the north-eastern corner of
the Station Street intersection further contribute to
the local village character of the Highway setting.

• Station Street (shops, streetscape and gardens)
comprises a Heritage Conservation Area.
• All turning movements access to Station Street
must be maintained. The current signalised
intersection provides access to the shopping
village and railway station on Station Street,
as well as access to a substantial area of
residential development north of the Highway.
• Access and egress to Grand View Hotel carpark
must be maintained, in order to not affect
the commercial operations of the property.

VALUES
The local village character of the Highway setting
is the primary urban design and landscape value
of this character unit. The visual connection to
the historic village setting is important in providing
a sense of place along the Highway journey.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• To provide safe and easy access to
Wentworth Falls shopping village for
vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.
• To retain the visual prominence of the Grand
View Hotel, Anderson Buildings and other Station
Street shops within the Highway setting.
• To retain and enhance the existing 'village entry'
character of the Station Street intersection.
Grand View Hotel

View to Station Street from Dalrymple Avenue (west)
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• To improve the operation of the
intersections for through traffic.

THE PROPOSAL
Road widening between Station Street and
Dalrymple Avenue (west) would be minor.
The primary change would be to the way in
which the intersections function, and this
would be achieved through changes in line
marking rather than pavement widening.
The right out movement at Dalrymple Avenue
(west) would be removed. An additional lane
would the provided through the Dalrymple
Avenue (west) and Station Street intersections
would improve the right turn movements from
the Highway into these two local roads.
Pedestrian safety would be improved through
the provision of a pedestrian fence between the
footpath and the Highway along the existing
footpath on Grand View Hotel side of the
Highway west of Dalrymple Avenue (west).
This would encourage pedestrians to use the
existing pedestrian crossing at Station Street.
The bus stop east of Station Street would be
improved with a paved waiting area, with steps
down to the existing carpark on Station Street.

1

1

URBAN DESIGN AND LANDSCAPE ISSUES
VISUAL SCALE O
F HIGHWAY
As the Highway pavement would not be
extended beyond its current width, the visual
scale of the Highway would not change.
EFFECT ON STREETSCAPE
The effect of the proposal on the existing streetscape
would comprise the addition of the pedestrian fence
in front of the Grand View Hotel and widening of the
footpath around the bus stop east of Station Street.
F STATION STREET
PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ACCESS WEST O
The 3m shared pedestrian and cycle path that would
be provided by this project would end at the bus
stop east of Station Street. The current Wentworth
Falls West upgrade of the Highway provides for a 3m
shared pedestrian and cycle path on the northern
side of the Highway to Adele Avenue. There is
currently no provision for a pedestrian and cycle
path between Adele Avenue and Station Street.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL

1

VISUAL EFFECT
The primary visual changes would be: the
addition of the pedestrian fence between
the Highway and the footpath in front of the
Grand View Hotel; the widened median east
of Station Street; and the widened footpath
at the bus stop east of Station Street.
The new pedestrian fence would provide an
appreciable change in the streetscape on the
eastern approach to the village, but this change
should not be considered a major change to the
character of the streetscape. The widened footpath
at the bus stop would also be a minor change
in the overall visual composition of the village

entry. For these reasons, the visual affect of the
proposal in this location would potentially be low.r.
VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The visual sensitivity of this character unit
is high, as it forms the setting for the
entry to Wentworth Falls Village.

LEGEND
Proposed Highway

VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal in this
character unit would potentially be moderate,
due to the high visual sensitivity of the area
and the low visual effect of the proposal.

_

Proposed one-way service roads
Proposed modifications to local roads
Proposed shared driveways

It should be noted that the character of the
streetscape is formed primarily by the visual
prominence of the Grand View Hotel and the
Anderson Buildings, the view to the shops along
Station Street and the municipal plantings at
the north-eastern corner of the Station Street
intersection. All of these features would not
be altered and their visibility from the Highway
would essentially remain as existing.

Modified existing driveway
Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist pi
Proposed retaining wall
7 7 - 7 - 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

Proposed embankment
Proposed vehicle safety barrier

PLANTING
There is an opportunity to decrease the visual scale
of the Highway through planting in the widened
median in this section. It is recommended that,
where feasible, the median be planted with low
shrubs or groundcovers in order to maintain
visibility in the intersection, and that the character
of the planting be exotic, to complement the
existing municipal garden plantings at the
corner of Station Street. Where space permits,
additional exotic tree planting could be provided
at the Highway edge to further enhance the
existing character of the village entry.

Sight distance clear zone

— ———
——

Proposed property acquisition boundary
Existing property boundary (surveyed)
Existing property boundary (LPI)
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Proposed street light
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VILLAGE APPROACH: DALRYMPLE AVENUE (WEST) TO WEST OF NELSON AVENUE (CH11,250)

EXISTING CHARACTER

View along Highway east of
Dalrymple Avenue (west)

This section of the Highway is characterised by
the intimate scale of the road corridor and a
'country road' quality to the Highway setting.
These attributes are a result of a combination of
factors: the geometry and scale of the Highway;
the close proximity of the railway visually encloses
the eastbound side of the Highway; and the
embankment to the westbound side of the
Highway, with its mature vegetation, visually
encloses the southern edge of the Highway.
The Highway itself comprises a two-lane
undivided road with narrow shoulders and a
relatively straight horizontal alignment that
parallels the railway line. Undulations in the
vertical alignment provide an indication of the
local topography and impart a character to the
roadway that is reminiscent of a local road.
The undulating nature of the Highway is made
apparent by its visual relationship with the railway,
which si an important feature of this section of
the Highway. The vertical relationship varies from
situations where the railway is slightly lower than
or level with the Highway, to being elevated on
a fill embankment. The railway line immediately
abuts the road corridor, and there is no visual
screening between the Highway and railway
as the vegetation between the two consists
for the most part of grass or groundcovers.
The side of a hill defines the westbound edge
of the Highway. Residential properties front the
Highway along this section, but are situated higher
up on the hill, with a combination of individual
and shared driveways providing Highway access.
For the most part, the footpath is also elevated
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from the roadway, with vegetation on the bank
between the footpath and the Highway. The
landscape character of the westbound edge of
the Highway is that of mixed garden planting,
even though the vegetation immediately adjacent
to the Highway is within the road reserve and
screens the actual garden planting within the
residential properties. The trees and shrubs on
the bank combine with the residential gardens to
visually enclose the elevated footpath, creating a
'country lane' character that is highly appealing.
This section of the Highway is identified by
BMCC's LEP (2005) as a Visually Significant
Streetscape. The streetscape plays a major role
in setting the character of Wentworth Falls, and
provides an important first impression of the village
character to motorists arriving from the east.

CONSTRAINTS
• WF044 — Great Western Highway Residential
Precinct Conservation Area, consisting of the
seven residential properties fronting the Highway
immediately east of Dalrymple Avenue (west).
• The Visually Significant Streetscape
between Dalrymple Avenue and Nelson
Avenue, protected by the application
of the Living Conservation Zone.
• The proximity of railway to the north means
that widening must occur primarily to the
south, toward the residential properties.
• Most of the fronting properties to the south of
the Highway have no alternate street access,
and steep slopes restrict property egress.

PREPARED BY SPACKMAN & MOSSOP FOR THE ROADS AND TRAFFIC AUTHORITY

VALUES
The visual character of the Highway-as a small road
in a country setting distinguishes this section of
the Highway, which forms the eastern approach
to Wentworth Falls Village. The visual relationship
between the Highway and the railway, the
residential landscape character of the westbound
edge of the Highway and the cultural values of
the heritage conservation area and the streetscape
are important values of this character unit.
In addition to the visual character of the streetscape,
the arrival experience to Wentworth Falls si formed
by the physical experience of a gently undulating
straight road that culminates in a slight curve at the
western end to reveal views of the village entry.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• To minimise the visual scale of the Highway;
• To retain, as much as possible, the existing
character of the Highway streetscape;
• To avoid, as much as possible, property impacts
to fronting properties (including the gardens);
• To ensure that the design of any new structures is
sympathetic to the character of the streetscape;
• To provide safe access and egress between
fronting properties and Highway;
• To maximise straightforward local
circulation and access to the Highway;
• To provide a safe and pleasant pedestrian and
off-road cycle environment along the Highway.

LEGEND
Proposed ilognway

Proposed one-way servite roads

,nod,ficatipos

roads

Proposed sha,eci driveways

M o d e d exist!no dt,veway

Proposed snaied pedest !Lay,

THE PROPOSAL

ISSUES

The road widening in this section would occur
primarily to the south of the existing road pavement,
within the Highway corridor. The proposed
alignment has moved the Highway as close to
the railway as possible, without impacting on the
railway embankment. The two carriageways would
be vertically separated, with a retaining wall up to
four metres high in the median. The eastbound
carriageway would generally follow the existing road
level and the new westbound carriageway would
he set higher to facilitate driveway access to the
fronting properties. The shoulder on the westbound
carriageway would be 2.5m wide, to facilitate safer
access and egress from the driveways A 2 5m wide,
concrete, shared pedestrian and cycle path would
be provided on the westbound side of the Highway.

MEDIAN RETAINING WALL
The retaining wall in the median would be
approximately 470 metres long and up to 2.6m
high. This would constitute a substantial change
to the visual character of the road corridor in this
section. The wall has the positive effect of allowing
the two carriageways to be vertically separated,
decreasing the visual scale of the widened Highway.
However, the new wall would be a highly visible new
element in the roadway and its appearance needs to
be carefully considered to ensure that it contributes
positively to the character of the streetscape.
HOUSES WITHIN THE HIGHWAY CORRIDOR
In this section, the road widening would occur
within land zoned as Regional Transport Corridor
(Road) in BMCC's LEP 2005. Currently, the

Highway corridor cuts across the front of fifteen
lots in this section; these strips of land would
need to be acquired for the project. Two houses
(No.160 and No.130 GWH) are situated within
the Highway corridor and would need to be
demolished as the proposed road reservation
boundary passes through both of the houses.
RETAINING WALLS AT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
There are situations where the level difference
between the back of footway and the adjacent
residential properties necessitates a retaining wall
to be built along the property boundary. The
following retaining walls would be required:
•

Up to 2m high retaining wall along
the frontages of nos.128-130, 132
and 134 Great Western Highway;

y c Its*, path

Proposed retaining waJi
Proposed embankment .7777777.
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• Up to 1.5m high retaining wall along the
frontages of nos. 164, 166, 168 and 170
Great Western Highway. These properties
are part of Council's Great Western Highway
Residential Precinct Heritage Conservation Area.
These new walls would be highly visible to
the motorists on the Highway as well as
pedestrians and cyclists on the shared path.
IMPACT ON EXISTING TREES
The impact of the proposal on the existing
vegetation in the road reserve is difficult to quantify
at this stage. However, it can be ascertained that
the existing trees on the embankment between
the Highway and the footpath would be removed,
as the proposed kerb line extends beyond the
existing footpath. A detailed tree survey would
need to be undertaken at the Detailed Design stage
of the project to determine the exact number of
trees affected, including those currently within
private property but zoned as Highway corridor.
ALIGNMENT O
F SHARED PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE PATH
The removal of trees along the roadside would have
a large affect on the character of the streetscape
from the motorist's perspective. The character
of the footpath would also be dramatically
altered, as the trees between the Highway
and the footpath are an integral component
to the existing character of the footpath.
Currently, the 2.5m wide shared pedestrian and
cycle path is shown parallel to the kerb, with
planted verge varying in width from 0.5m to
lm. Embankments and retaining walls would
be required at the back of the shared path to
make up the level difference between the path
and the existing ground. In some locations,
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the shared path is up to 2.5m higher than
the existing ground, while in others, it is up
to 2.5m lower than the existing ground.
MODIFICATION O
F DRIVEWAYS
Currently, the driveway access comprises a
combination of individual and shared driveways, all
of which would need to be regraded to maintain
access to private properties. The new levels are such
that, for most of the properties, the new driveway
levels would be able to meet the existing levels at
the property boundary. Comprehensive design of
the driveways would be undertaken at the Detailed
Design stage of this project, where consultation with
the individual property owners would determine
the most suitable driveway arrangements.
The undulating nature of the ground between the
proposed kerb line and the property boundaries
would need to be taken into consideration when
undertaking the detailed design of the driveways,
In many cases, the realigned driveways would
need to be raised above the existing ground,
which would create small valleys of lower ground
between the driveways. Filling in between the
driveways to rationalise the ground plane may
result in the additional removal of trees.
RETAINING WALLS FACING THE RAILWAY LINE
Two retaining walls are required along the northern
side of the Highway along this section, separated by
the existing railway embankment. East of Station
Street, between CH11,870 and CH11,630 would
be a retaining wall up to 2.9m high, supporting
the Highway on fill. Between CH11,390 and
CH10,880 would be a retaining wall up to 5.6m
high, also supporting the Highway on fill. Both of
these walls would be visible from the railway line.
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL
VISUAL EFFECT
The widening of the Highway from a narrow
two-lane road to four lanes with a central
median constitutes a major visual change
to the road corridor. The width of paved
roadway would be more than double, as
wider shoulders would need to be provided in
addition to the extra two lanes and median.
A substantial amount of the vegetation on the
embankment to the south of the Highway would
be removed. However, the southern edge of
the Highway would still appear predominantly
vegetated, due mainly to the mature plantings
in the front gardens of the fronting residential
properties. Some trees within the road reserve
may also be retained. Some of the houses along
the Highway frontage would become more
visible to the Highway as a result of the removal
of vegetation, and two of the houses would be
demolished. This would result in an appreciable
change to the streetscape, as most of the houses
are not currently visible from the Highway.
The retaining wall in the median would be a
large structure that would result in a major
change to the visual character of the road
corridor. In particular, the visual character of the
eastbound carriageway would be substantially
different, as it sits below the median retaining
wall and defined to the north by the railway.
For these reasons, the visual effect of the proposal in
this character unit would potentially be very high.

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The visual sensitivity of this character unit would
be high as it forms the approach to Wentworth
Falls Village from the east. Additionally, while
the vegetation currently screens the Highway
from the adjacent residential properties, much
of this vegetation would be demolished. This
would make the road corridor more visible
to the residential properties, increasing visual
sensitivity of the changes to the Highway.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal in this character
unit would potentially be very high, due to the very
high visual effect of the proposed changes and
the high visual sensitivity of the area. Given that
this character unit has been identified by Council
as a visually significant streetscape, particular
attention should be paid to ensure that the visual
impact of the proposal is adequately mitigated.

RECOMMENDATIONS
WALL TREATMENTS
The visual character of the retaining walls
will be an important factor in mitigating the
visual impact of the proposal in this character
unit. The recommendations for the different
types of retaining walls are as follows:
MEDIAN RETAINING WALL
The material and finish of the retaining wall in
the median is a major consideration, due to the
size and visual prominence of the wall. The wall
would be approximately 470m long and up to
2.6m high. As there is insufficient room to provide
planting at the base of the wall to provide some
separation from the traffic, the passing motorists
would view the wall from close proximity. Also, the

scale of the wall may become imposing once the
wall becomes higher than the cars, especially as the
cars are travelling in close proximity to the wall.
The sensitive choice of wall material and finish
could provide a more architectural (rather than
infrastructural) character to the wall and help it
to mediate between the southern edge Highway,
which is residential in character, and the railway
to the north. The choice of material and finish for
the retaining wall would depend on the structural
system used to construct the wall, which will
be determined at the detailed design stage of
the project. The choice of wall system will take
into account a number of factors, including:
structural suitability, constructability, cost and
appearance. As such, it is not possible to make
specific recommendations regarding the choice of
wall material and finish at this stage. However, it
is reasonable to assume that the range of possible
wall materials would include: precast concrete
panels, cast in-situ concrete panels, or segmental
concrete blocks. Other types of wall materials could
also be investigated at the detailed design stage.
Regardless of the wall material used, the finish
should consider: colour, texture and pattern.
The retaining wall faces north-east and would
receive a lot of direct sunlight on its face; as
such, the reflectivity and brightness of the
wall are also important considerations.
The wall should be a light, warm colour that is not
so bright as to cause problems with glare. The
colour can be achieved in proprietary concrete
blocks, or by using suitable aggregates in precast
concrete panels or in-situ concrete. The use of
oxides to colour the concrete in precast concrete
panels or in-situ concrete should be considered
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with great care, due to problems with achieving
a consistent base colour over the entire wall.
Generally, it is preferable to use-exposed aggregates
in the concrete to provide colour to the wall.
Consideration of texture in the wall finish would
help to provide interest when the wall is viewed up
close. Texture in the wall finish can be provided
using different levels types of concrete finishing,
such as water washing to expose aggregates,
blasting, honing or polishing. Combining textures
can also provide subtle colour variations, adds
visual interest and helps to break down the scale of
the wall. Texture can also be provided by changes
in the wall profile — such as a pattern of indents
or ribs. The pattern created by changes in wall
colour and texture should be carefully considered.
It is preferable for the pattern to emphasise the
horizontal rather than the vertical to enhance the
linear nature of the motoring experience, and to
take the emphasis off the height of the wall. That
is, any changes in colour or texture should occur
in horizontal bands rather than vertical blocks.
RETAINING WALLS AT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
The two retaining walls that are required at the
residential property boundaries in this precinct
would be at least l m high. As such, fences
would need to be provided along the top of these
walls, thereby increasing their visual scale. The
design of the walls and their fences would require
careful consideration to ensure that they are
sympathetic to the character of their associated
houses as well as to the overall streetscape.
The detailed resolution of the retaining walls and
fences would be undertaken at the detail design
stage of the project, in consultation with the
individual property owners affected. However, it is
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recommended that the style of the existing property
fences and walls be reinstated wherever possible.
RETAINING WALLS FACING THE RAILWAY
The appearance of the two retaining walls
facing the railway line on the northern side of
the Highway in this character unit needs to
be carefully considered, as train passengers
would view them at close proximity.
The structural system used to construct these walls
would be determined at the detailed design stage
of the project. However, regardless of the structural
system used, it is reasonable to assume that the face
of these walls would be concrete — either concrete
blockwork or precast concrete facing panels.
The two retaining walls should be dark charcoal
grey in colour, in keeping with other retaining
walls along the railway line in the Blue Mountains.
The charcoal grey colour can be achieved using
suitably coloured concrete blocks, or an exposed
aggregate concrete finish using basalt as the
aggregate. If a reinforced soil wall (RSW) system
is used to construct these walls, then the concrete
facing panel should be the profiled cruciform panel
with exposed aggregate in basalt, to match other
Highway retaining walls in the Blue Mountains.
As the wall between CH11,390 and CH10,880
reaches up to 5.6m in height, it would be
desirable to introduce some sort of horizontal
banding into the face of the wall — such as
changes in finish or profile — to help break
down the visual scale of the wall.
BARRIERS AND FENCES
The vehicle barrier above the median retaining
wall should be a metal rail barrier above a
modified concrete barrier to match those used
elsewhere on the Great Western Highway
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— such as at Linden and Shell Corner. From the
westbound (upper) carriageway, this barrier
would be more visually permeable than a solid
concrete barrier, while on the eastbound (lower)
carriageway, the barrier would visually reduce
the solid height of the median retaining wall.
Vehicle barriers would be required above the two
Highway retaining walls facing the railway line.
The type of barrier used would be determined by
operational requirements and spatial limitations,
however, a solid concrete barrier should be
avoided as this would visually enclose the Highway
and visually create a 'speedway' effect that
would be undesirable. Should a rigid barrier be
required, it would be preferable to use the metal
rail barrier on the modified concrete barrier.
However, the ideal solution would be to provide
a guard rail at the back of kerb and a steel picket
fence at the top of wall, similar to other sections
of the Highway,such as at Woodford. This detail
is more visually permeable and may allow for a
planted edge to the Highway, helping to alleviating
the highly structured and enclosed character of
the eastbound carriageway. The feasibility of
this type of detail is dependent on the available
space for the verge, which needs to accommodate
the deflection zone of the flexible barrier system
and also allow for sufficient planting width.
ALIGNMENT O
F THE SHARED PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE PATH
Currently, the shared pedestrian and cycle path
is shown to be parallel to the back of kerb along
the westbound carriageway, with a planted verge
separating the path from the traffic. Due to the
location of underground utilities (such as water,
gas, electricity), it would only be possible to plant
shrubs in the verge, which would not provide the
same level of separation from the traffic that is
currently provided by trees and large shrubs.
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There is sufficient room in the road corridor
for the path to be realigned to provide more
separation from the Highway. The_path may
also take a more meandering route to avoid the
existing trees remaining in the road corridor, and
be graded independently from the Highway to
better accommodate the level difference between
the Highway and the existing ground by reducing
the height of the embankments required.
It is highly recommended that a detailed tree survey
be undertaken of this area at the detailed design
level, and that options for realigning the path
independently from the Highway be investigated.
DETAILED DESIGN O
F THE DRIVEWAYS
The detailed resolution of the driveway
adjustments, to be undertaken at the detailed
design stage, should aim to avoid the additional
removal of trees in the road reserve.
Minimisation of any embankments required
to make up the level differences between the
driveways and the existing ground and careful
consideration of any additional filling to rationalise
the undulating ground plane would help to
reduce any potential impacts on the existing trees.
Rationalisation of driveway accesses through the
provision of shared driveways may also help to
preserve existing trees and improve the safety of the
vehicular movements to and from the Highway.
The design of the driveways would be undertaken
in consultation with the individual property
owners affected, and should be undertaken once
a detailed tree survey has been completed.
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Landscape planting would help to integrate the
proposal with the adjacent land uses, reduce

From top:
Median retaining wall and barrier at Shell Corner
Guard rail and steel picket fence at Woodford

visual effect of the new structures and help to
maintain the existing character of the streetscape.
Median planting
The median widens to 5m at the Dalrymple Avenue
(west) intersection, providing an opportunity
to decrease the visual scale of the Highway
through planting in the widened median, where
feasible. It is recommended that the median
be planted with low shrubs or groundcovers in
order to maintain visibility in the intersection, and
that the character of the planting be exotic, to
complement the character of the private garden
plantings that can be seen along the Highway.
Verge planting
A planted edge to the Highway helps to
reduce the visual scale of the roadway a7-1
impart a less urban or built character to the
streetscape. This is especially important on the
eastbound carriageway, as it is strongly defined
by structures on both sides, with no room for
planting in front of the wall in the median.
The planting area provided in the verges should have
a minimum width of l m to allow for healthy plant
growth and adequate moisture retention in the soil.
The character of the planting in the eastbound
verge should be native, in keeping with the
existing vegetation in the railway reserve. The
westbound verge should be more ornamental
in character to relate to the garden plantings
in the adjacent residential properties.
Should the proposed shared pedestrian and cycle
path be realigned, the width of the westbound verge
may increase in parts; however, the minimum verge
planting width of one metre should be maintained.

Tree planting
It is highly recommended that trees be planted in the
road corridor wherever possible. The limiting factors
to tree planting in the road corridor are usually: the
location of underground utilities; the sight distance
(if applicable), which limits the height of any object
within the area outside the pavement that is required
for sight distance; and the clear zone, which
prohibits non-frangible objects for a certain distance
from the vehicle lanes. Sight distance clear zone is
determined by the road alignment geometry and is
usually a factor when the road is curved. The clear
zone is determined primarily by the design speed of
the road. The easement required for underground
services is 3 metres from the back of kerb, within
which only shrubs and groundcovers can be planted.
As this section of the proposal is relatively straight,
sight distance would probably not be a limiting
factor to tree planting. Given that the design
speed of this character unit is 80km/h, then the
required clear zone from the edge of the travel lane
would be 5 metres, encompassing the 3m wide
shoulder, verge and part of the footpath. As such,
trees can only be planted behind the footpath.
Once the final configuration of the shared
pedestrian and cycle path and the driveways is
determined, then, wherever possible, tree planting
should be provided to between the Highway and
the residential properties to maintain the existing
character of the streetscape. The character of the
tree planting should be exotic and ornamental,
to complement the existing garden plantings
and supplement any existing trees remaining in
the road reserve. The style of planting should be
informal, with mixed tree species complemented
with an understorey of ornamental shrubs.
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TRANSITION: WEST OF NELSON AVENUE (CH11,250) TO DALRYMPLE AVENUE (EAST)

EXISTING CHARACTER

Highway near Nelson Avenue

This section of the Highway is characterised by
a sweeping curve in the horizontal alignment of
the roadway that starts at about CH11,250. Also
from about CH11,250, the railway line diverges
from the Highway and is quickly screened from
view by mature trees within the railway reserve.
The Highway has a rural character in this section,
which comprises a narrow two-lane road with
narrow shoulders that is visually enclosed by
native trees and shrubs on both sides.
The sweeping curve in the road alignment is
also characterised by a slight crest in the vertical
alignment at about Nelson Avenue, which adds to
the experience of 'rounding a bend' or 'turning a
corner'. The experience of turning the corner in this
part of the Highway journey very much emphasises
the transition from the village environs in the east
to the outer parts of the town to the west.
Vehicular access to the Highway is provided at the
Dalrymple Avenue (east) intersection. Pedestrian
access is provided by a narrow footpath located
above the Highway and is screened from traffic
by a mixture of native and exotic vegetation.

CONSTRAINTS
• Direct access to the Highway from Nelson
Avenue is not feasible, due to the level
difference between the end of Nelson
Avenue and the Highway. Access to the
Highway from Nelson Avenue would have
to be maintained at Dalrymple Avenue
(east). This is currently provided by both
the small service road at the eastern end of
Nelson Avenue and by Asquith Avenue.

• Two properties on the existing service road
(nos. 90 and 92 GWH) do not have alternative
street access. Access to either Nelson
Avenue or Dalrymple Avenue (east) would
have to be provided for these properties.

VALUES
The geometry of the Highway alignment, which
curves in both the horizontal and the vertical,
is a defining characteristic of this section of the
Highway. The physical experience of travelling on
• this curve provides a sense of transition between
the outskirts of the town and the village proper.
The visual character of the narrow roadway, which
is enclosed by vegetation on both sides, is also
an important value that should be maintained.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• To provide safe vehicular connectivity between
the Highway and the local road network;
• To minimise the visual and physical
scale of the Highway;
• To retain, as much as possible, the visually
enclosed character of the roadway;
• To retain the curved horizontal and
vertical geometry of the Highway.

THE PROPOSAL
The Highway widening in this character unit
would occur to the north of the existing Highway
pavement, toward the railway property. The general
characteristics of the road geometry would be
maintained, with a sweeping curve in the horizontal

alignment and a crest in the vertical alignment
at about Nelson Avenue. As such, the transition
between the village and the outer town would still
be provided by an experience of 'turning a corner'.
A retaining wall up to 5.6m high would be
provided on the eastbound edge of the Highway,
to reduce impacts on the existing native vegetation
in the railway reserve. This wall is discussed in the
assessment of the Village Approach character unit.
At about CH11,260 the proposed median
retaining wall would terminate and the two
carriageways would no longer be vertically
separated. The median separating the two
carriageways would vary in width from about 2m
at CH11,250 to about 4.5m at Nelson Avenue.
A number of properties along the Highway would
be provided with a shared driveway to Nelson
Avenue. The residual pavement area from the
existing small service road would be available for
landscape planting. Highway access from Nelson
Avenue would be provided by Dalrymple Avenue
(east), which would be accessed via Asquith Avenue.
The bus stop west of the intersection at Dalrymple
Avenue (east) would be maintained. Access to the
Wentworth Falls Section Hut would be provided
by a new driveway from Old Bathurst Road (west),
along the base of the Highway retaining wall.

ISSUES
RESIDUAL ROAD PAVEMENT FROM
THE SMALL SERVICE ROAD
The provision of the shared driveway at the end
of Nelson Avenue makes the existing service
road redundant. The existing pavement on
the service road should be removed to provide

LEGEND
Proposed Highway
Proposed one-way service roads
Proposed modifications to local roads
Proposed shared driveways
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Proposed embankment -77-7-7
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room for additional planting to buffer the
residential properties from the Highway.
ROADSIDE CUTTING ON THE WESTBOUND CARRIAGEWAY
Between CH10,960 and CH11,260, the proposed
Highway alignment encroaches on the existing
vegetated embankment on the edge of the
westbound carriageway, resulting in a cutting
up to 3.5 metres high. The existing vegetation
would be affected and, depending on the stability
of the underlying geology, a retaining wall may
be required to support the new cutting.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL
VISUAL EFFECT
The increased width of paved road and loss of
some vegetation would be the primary visual
effects of the proposal in this location. The extra
two lanes, wider shoulders and wide median
would create a road corridor that would be more
than double its existing width, resulting in the loss
of the intimate rural character that defines the
current situation. The lack of visual separation
between the two carriageways further contributes
to the substantial change in the visual character
of the road. For these reasons, the visual effect
of the proposal would potentially be high.

1

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
While the properties adjacent to the southern
side of the Highway are residential, the Highway
is screened from these properties by vegetation in
the road corridor. Additionally, the houses are set
back on their lots, with large front gardens with
mature trees that provide further screening from
the highway. The northern edge of the Highway
is bordered entirely by native bushland in the
railway property, which effectively screens the
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Highway from the railway line and the Wentworth
Falls Section Hut. Consequently, any changes
in the visual character of the Highway would
be viewed primarily by road users. However,
as visual character is an important value of this
part of the Highway, the visual sensitivity of this
character unit is considered to be moderate.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal on this character
unit would potentially be high, due to the
high visual effect of the proposed changes and
the moderate visual sensitivity of the area.
While the visual impact of the proposal would
primarily affect road users, the visual effect
would be a substantial change to the visual
character of a section of the Highway that forms
an important component of the arrival sequence
to Wentworth Falls For these reasons, design
development should include measures, such
as minimising the visual scale of the proposal,
to reduce the potential visual impact.

RECOMMENDATIONS
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Median planting
The proposed median would be from 2m to 5m
wide in this section, which, added to the extra
two lanes and wider shoulders, would result
in a road width that is considerably wider than
existing. The existing roadway character of a
narrow two-lane rural road would be lost.
The width of the proposed median would allow
for the provision of landscape planting in addition
to a median barrier. Planting in the median would
help to visually separate the two carriageways

and provide a character to the road corridor that
is less dominated by hard surfaces. Wherever
feasible, planting should be provided in the
median wherever a planting width of l m or more
is achievable between the back of kerb and the
median barrier. Where median width and sight
distance requirements permit, tall shrub planting
in the median should be provided in order to
create a strong sense of separation between the
carriageways, and help to maintain the visual
character of a two-lane road. The character of
the planting in the median should be native, in
keeping with the predominantly native existing
vegetation on either side of the Highway corridor.
Verge planting
Continuous planted verges should be provided,
where feasible, at both carriageways for the entire
length of this character unit. The character of
the planting in the eastbound verge should be
native, to complement the existing vegetation
in the railway reserve. The westbound verge
planting should also be native, creating a
unified experience with the median planting.
Pavement area at the Nelson
Avenue service road
The road pavement at the service road at the
end of Nelson Avenue should be removed to
provide space for planting. The planting should
comprise native trees and shrubs to supplement
the existing vegetation and assist in screening
the Highway from the residential properties. The
new planting would also help to provide a visual
enclosure to the Highway corridor and strengthen
the bushland character of the road setting.

Median planting at Valley Heights helps to visually
separate and enclose the two carriageways.
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ROADSIDE CUTTING ON THE WESTBOUND CARRIAGEWAY
In general, it would be desirable to avoid the
addition of new walls that would be visible from
the road edge in order to minimise the creation of
a highly built edge to the Highway, which is usually
more a characteristic of urban road environments.
A cut into the existing embankment would be
required at the edge the westbound carriageway
between CH10,960 and CH11,260. It would be
preferable to maintain this cut as a rock face,
should the underlying geology be favourable.
If a rock face is not achievable, then there is
sufficient room in the road reserve to provide an
embankment that could be vegetated. However,
the existing bank currently supports mature
trees that may need to be demolished to build
a new embankment. Should this be the case,
a retaining wall behind the kerb would be
preferred in order to preserve the existing trees.
If a retaining wall is required, it is anticipated that
it would be about 300m long and up to 3.5m high
at its highest point. The possible finishes for the
wall would be dependent on the structural system
used, but in all likelihood a concrete finish would
be required. The appearance of the wall should
be understated to allow the vegetation to play
the dominant role in the visual character of the
Highway setting. As such, it is recommended that
the colour of the wall be a dark tone. Texture could
be introduced though exposed aggregates in the
concrete; alternately, shot blast or split faced finishes
would be appropriate if concrete blockwork is used.

THRESHOLD: DALRYMPLE AVENUE (EAST) AND OLD BATHURST ROAD (WEST) INTERSECTIONS

1

LEGEND
Proposed Highway

1

This section of the Highway is characterised by
the close proximity of the Dalrymple Avenue
(east) and Old Bathurst Road (west) intersections.
The proximity of the intersections, and the
turning lanes that they require, has resulted
in a wide expanse of road pavement.

Proposed one-way service roads
Proposed modifications to local roads
Proposed shared driveways

The contrast in character between expansive
roadway at the intersections and the narrow
roadway immediately to the west is a defining
feature of this character unit, signalling the
threshold between to a lower speed environment
on approach to Wentworth Falls village.

-

Modified existing driveway
Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist path

CONSTRAINTS

Proposed retaining wall
Proposed embankment - 7 7 - 7 - 7
Proposed vehicle safety barrier

•

Both intersections need to remain open
to the Highway as they service two
unrelated local traffic catchments.

VALUES

Sight distance clear zone
-Proposed property acquisition boundary
— - - —
Existing property boundary (surveyed)

EXISTING CHARACTER

— - - —

Connectivity and access to the local road network
si the primary value of this character unit. The
role of the intersections area as the threshold
between the higher speed road environment to

the east and the lower speed environment to the
west is also a value that should be retained.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• To provide safe access to the Highway for both
Dalrymple Avenue and Old Bathurst Road.
• To minimise the physical and visual
scale of the intersections.
• To retain and enhance the visual
impression of a threshold to the lower
speed environment of the village.

THE PROPOSAL
The proposal is to realign the Bathurst Road (west)
intersection to form a cross intersection with
Dalrymple Avenue (east). The new intersection
would be controlled by traffic signals, allow for
all turning movements except the left turn out
from Old Bathurst Road (west) and also include
pedestrian crossings. The left turn out from Old
Bathurst Road would be provided at the Old
Bathurst Road (east) intersection. A bus stop
would be retained to the west of Dalrymple
Avenue (east) and a new bus stop would be
provided to the east of Old Bathurst Road (west).

Existing property boundary (LPI)
Proposed street light
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1

While the consolidation of the two offset
intersections into one cross intersection does not
reduce the width of the roadway, it has the benefit
of reducing the length for which the additional
turning lanes are required, thereby minimising the
amount of extra wide pavement that is required.
The left turn out of Old Bathurst Road (west) has
been excluded in order to reduce the scale of the
Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection and thereby
minimise the impact on the adjacent bushland
in the railway reserve. Access to the Highway
for eastbound traffic is provided at Old Bathurst
Road (east), which is in the direction of travel.

ISSUES
VISUAL SCALE O
F ROADWAY
The additional two lanes, in conjunction with the
required shoulders, turning lanes and provision for
bus stops, has resulted in an expansive roadway
that is effectively six lanes wide, plus shoulders,
at the intersections. Narrow medians have been
provided to minimise the impact on the adjoining
properties, which has the effect of excluding any
opportunity to reduce the visual scale of the roadway
through the provision of planting in the median.
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AT OLD BATHURST ROAD (WEST)
The sharp angle at which Old Bathurst Road
(west) approaches the Highway has the effect of
bringing the footpaths on the Highway and Old
Bathurst Road very close together, creating a very
wide paved area of about 4m at the intersection.
The combined footpaths also have the effect of
increasing the visual scale of the intersection by
increasing the amount of paved surfaces, as well as
reducing the opportunity to provide visual separation
between the Highway and Old Bathurst Road.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL
VISUAL EFFECT
The widening of the Highway and consolidation of
the Dalrymple Avenue (east) and Old Bathurst Road
(west) intersections would result in the doubling
of the existing Highway width in the vicinity of
the new intersection. While this constitutes a
substantial change in the physical scale of the
location, the existing road corridor is already very
wide in comparison with the adjacent sections of
the Highway. As such, the visual character of the
new intersection area would be comparable to the
existing character of the two intersections. For
these reasons, the visual effect of the proposal in
this character unit would potentially be moderate.
VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The intersections area is not currently visually
prominent to the adjacent residential properties
along the Highway; this situation is unlikely to
change as a result of the proposal. The primary
viewers of any changes to this area would be
road users. As such, the visual sensitivity of
this character unit is considered to be low.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal in this
character unit would potentially be low, due
to the moderate visual effect of the proposal
and the low visual sensitivity of the area.
RECOMMENDATIONS
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Roadside planting
While the visual impact is considered to be relatively
low, it si recommended that planting be provided
to the road edge wherever possible to mitigate the
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visual effect of the large expanses of paved surfaces.
In particular, tree planting should be provided
outside the clear zone wherever space permits, and
large shrubs should be provided wherever they do
not interfere with sight distance. All other areas
not occupied by paving should be planted out with
low shrubs or grasses. The character of the planting
should be native, to visually integrate with the
existing vegetation in the vicinity of the intersections.
Pedestrian area at Bathurst
Road (west) intersection
In order to provide some visual separation between
the Highway and Old Bathurst Road, tree planting
is recommended in the areas where the two
footpaths are conjoined. While the width of
the footpath area would not be sufficient for a
large planting area between the two footpaths,
it is strongly recommended that the detailed
design provide tree planting in this area. The
trees should be native species, similar to the
other planting proposed for this character unit.
One solution would be to provide a row of
trees in a tree pit between the two footpaths;
the finished surface could include either gravel
or individual tree grates to maximise the
pedestrian trafficable area and allow for cross
movement between the two footpaths.

OUTER TOWN: OLD BATHURST ROAD (WEST) TO TABLELAND ROAD

EXISTING CHARACTER
The section of Highway between Old Bathurst
Road (west) and Tableland Road is characterised
by a long, relatively straight section of road
with a slight dip in the vertical alignment in the
vicinity of Sandbox Road. Shortland Street and
Old Bathurst Road (west) are the two local road
intersections on this part of the Highway; an
unsealed track provides access from the end of
Sandbox Road to Dalrymple Avenue (east).
East of the Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection,
the Highway consists of two lanes eastbound and
one lane westbound with no central median. The
proximity of the intersections at Old Bathurst Road
(west), Shortland Street and Old Bathurst Road (east)
si currently such that the required turning lanes
have created a roadway that is about four lanes
wide. This wider visual corridor, combined with the
straight road alignment, creates a character to this
section of the Highway that is markedly different
to the sections closer to Wentworth Falls village.
The edge of the Highway corridor is characterised
predominantly by vegetation, most of which is
native. The only buildings visible from the Highway
are the Rest Easy Motel, the disused service station
and a few houses fronting the Highway just east

of Shortland Street. Between the two Old Bathurst
Road intersections, there are two sandstone
cuttings on the eastbound side of the Highway.
The predominantly natural character to the
Highway edge, interrupted periodically by views to
adjacent residential buildings, provides this section
of the Highway with an outer town character
that mediates between the village environs
to the west and the bushland that separates
Wentworth Falls from Bullaburra to the east.

CONSTRAINTS

• The residential properties along the
Highway between Shortland Street and
Sandbox Road are set lower than the
Highway. They currently access the Highway
via an unsealed track that connects to
Shortland Street and Dalrymple Avenue.
• Access to the Rest Easy Motel for cars and
buses is currently via Old Bathurst Road. This
access would need to be maintained.

VALUES

• Old Bathurst Road (east) is currently left in — left
out only, primarily to provide egress for tourist
buses that service the Motel as there is no room
for buses to u-turn and exit via Old Bathurst
Road (west). As a left turn out is not proposed
for the Old Bathurst Road (west) intersection,
the Old Bathurst Road (east) intersection must
provide for at least this turning movement.

The vegetation and two sandstone cuttings along
the road edge provide this section of the Highway
with much of its landscape and visual character
value. The fact that most of the adjacent urban
development is screened from the highway by
vegetation provides this section of the highway
with a less urban character that is important in the
travel sequence from urban to natural environments
between Wentworth Falls and Bullaburra.

• Shortland Street currently allows for all
turning movements, providing connection
to the Highway for a substantial number of
properties south of the Highway. However,
Tableland Road provides an alternate point of
access to the Highway for these properties.

While the Rest Easy Motel is not visually prominent
on the Highway, its sign and the adjacent disused
service station do have landmark value on the
approach to Wentworth Falls. Being the type
of developments that are typically found along
highways, the service station building and the
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Rest Easy Motel

Cutting east of Old Bathurst Road (East)
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motel sign also contribute to the outer town
character of this section of the Highway.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• To minimise the visual scale of
the Highway corridor
• To rationalise local road access to the Highway
and improve local road circulation
• To retain, as much as possible, the appearance
of a vegetated highway corridor
• To retain the appearance of sandstone
cuttings along the road edge.

THE PROPOSAL
The proposed Highway widening would occur on
the eastbound side of the existing Highway. This
minimises impacts on adjacent properties while
providing two service roads on the westbound side
of the Highway: one between Tableland Road and
Shortland Street, and the other between Shortland
Street and an extension of Sandbox Road. The two
service roads would be one-way, in the westerly
direction. The Old Bathurst Road (east) intersection
would allow for left out only, while the Shortland
Street intersection would become left in/left out only.
A new eastbound bus stop is to be provided
about 50m east of the Old Bathurst Road (east)
intersection. Access to the bus stop would be
provided by a footpath from Old Bathurst Road and
a pedestrian actuated signallised mid-block crossing
at about CH10,220. The existing westbound bus
stop west of Tableland Road would be retained,
A shared pedestrian and cyclist path would be
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provided along the two service roads, on the
residential side of the roads. Commuter cyclists
would be provided for on the Highway shoulders.
A stormwater detention basin is proposed
to be located on the western side of the
Sandbox Road extension, in the vacant
block at 27-29 Sandbox Road.

ISSUES
VISUAL SCALE O
F ROAD CORRIDOR
The visual scale of the road corridor would
increase as a result of the Highway widening.
The proposal provides a narrow central
median in order to minimise impacts to the
adjacent properties. Consequently, there is no
opportunity to provide planting in the median
to visually separate the two carriageways,
except at the approaches to the Tableland Road
and Old Bathurst Road (east) intersections.
ROADSIDE CUTTINGS
Widening the Highway on the eastbound side of
the existing road pavement would require cutting
into the two existing road cuttings between the
Old Bathurst Road. Additionally, a new cutting
or batter would be required along the Highway
frontage of the radio tower property. The stability
of the underlying geology would determine
whether these cuttings could remain as rock faces
along the highway. This would be determined
by comprehensive geotechnical investigations
at the detailed design stage of the project.
RETAINING WALLS
Due to the level difference between the Highway
and the proposed service roads, a number of
retaining walls would be required to support the
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westbound side of the Highway between Tableland
Road and Dalrymple Avenue (east). These include:
• an 80m long wall, to l m high, from west
of the bus stop at Tableland Road;
• a 40m long wall, to 1.5m high,
east of Shortland Street;
• a 120m long wall, to 2m high,
west of Shortland Street; and
• a 180m long wall, to 2m high, between
the proposed Sandbox Road extension
and Dalrymple Avenue (east).
Additionally, a number of walls may be required
where there is a level difference between the
back of footway and the adjacent residential
properties along the service roads. The height
of these walls varies from 0.3 — 1.4m and would
be designed in consultation with the individual
property owners during the detailed design phase
of the project. There may also be an opportunity
to reduce the height of these walls, or eliminate
them altogether, during detailed design.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL
VISUAL EFFECT
The primary visual change in this character
unit would be the additional width of the
Highway and its corridor. The general visual
character of the Highway would not change
substantially, as the straight horizontal alignment
would be retained and the proposed vertical
alignment closely follows that of the existing.

Proposed retaining vval
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The character of the landscape adjacent to
the road edge would also remain substantially
similar to existing. Mixed garden and native
vegetation would be visible along the side of
the westbound carriageway, as well as a few
houses just east of Shortland Street; while the
eastbound carriageway would be defined by
roadside cuttings and native vegetation. The main
difference would be the removal of the disused
service station and the loss of its landmark function
along on the approach to Wentworth Falls.
For these reasons, the visual effect of the
proposal in is likely to be moderate.
VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The visual changes to the Highway would
likely affect adjacent residents, the Rest
Easy Motel and Highway users.
Most of the residential properties along the Highway
frontage are set back from the corridor and are
well screened by vegetation. The properties on
the eastbound side of the Highway face onto
Old Bathurst Road, with substantial amounts of
vegetation between the houses and the Highway.
The properties on the westbound side between
Shortland Street and Dalrymple Avenue (east) are
situated lower than the Highway, and are again
buffered by vegetation. It is unlikely that the
residents of these properties would be directly
affected by the visual changes to the Highway.
The exceptions are the first six houses just east of
Shortland Street, which do have direct views of
the Highway; the visual changes to the Highway
would be appreciable to these residents.
The Rest Easy Motel is situated above the Highway
and is also screened by vegetation, although
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the Highway is visible from parts of the motel
grounds. Visual changes to the Highway are
unlikely to be strongly appreciable to most of
the Rest Easy Motel patrons. In all likelihood,
the changes to the visual characteristics of the
Highway would be viewed primarily by road
users. As such, the visual sensitivity of this
section of the Highway is considered to be low.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal in this
character unit would potentially be low, due
to the moderate visual effect of the proposal
and the low visual sensitivity of the locality.
While the proposal would not result in any
fundamental change to the visual characteristics of
this section of the Highway, the increased visual scale
of the Highway is an issue of primary concern. Wide,
visually undifferentiated road corridors are often
characteristic of high speed road environment and
often result in an undesirable sense of placelessness
on a road journey. For these reasons, it is highly
recommended that measures be taken to minimise
the visual scale of the Highway in this character unit.
RECOMMENDATIONS
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
In order to help decrease the visual scale of the
Highway and its corridor, landscape planting is
recommended wherever it is practicable. Planting
at the edges of the Highway would help to
provide visual enclosure to the road corridor,
thereby minimising its visual width, while
planting in the median would help to provide
visual separation between the carriageways,
further narrowing the visual corridor,
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It is highly recommended that:
• tree planting be provided as close as possible to
the road edge, on both sides of the Highway;
• provision be made in the road design to
allow for planting in the verges; and
• planting be provided in the medians wherever
there is sufficient planting width.
The character of the planting in the median
and to the edges of the highway should be
native, in keeping with the existing vegetation
visible from this section of the Highway.
Planting between the service
roads and the Highway
The Highway is separated from the proposed service
roads by a space of varying width —from about 2m to
about 7m— between Tableland Road and Dalrymple
Avenue (east). It is strongly recommended that
tree and shrub planting be established in this area
to provide visual separation between the Highway
and the service road. Any design modifications at
the detailed design stage should provide sufficient
room for tree and shrub planting in the space
separating the Highway from the service roads.
The Highway is either level with or higher than
the service roads for the entirety of their length.
Where the Highway is higher than the service
roads, an embankment would separate the two
roads, or a retaining wall would be provided
where the separation is too narrow to allow for
an embankment. In any case, it is envisaged that
a vehicle barrier would be provided along the
edge of the westbound carriageway. This would
allow trees to be planted close to the edge of

I.

the Highway, taking into account any deflection
area that may be required behind the barrier
(this is dependent on the type of barrier used).
Where a retaining wall is required to support
the Highway, trees should be planted along the
base of the retaining wall. The planting should
also include an understorey of shrub planting to
provide visual screening between the two roads.

1

Median planting
The height of the median planting should be as
tall as possible, taking into account restrictions
such as sight distance and median width. Where
there is sufficient width in the median, tall
shrubs should be provided in maximise the visual
separation between the carriageways. Where
sight distance is a consideration, low shrubs,
groundcovers or native grasses should be provided.
Planting along service roads
Planting should be provided between the back of
footpath and the property boundaries along the
service roads. This planting would typically consist
of low to medium height shrubs to provide some
separation between the public footpath and private
property, with trees provided where space permits.
Landscape treatment of detention basin
The size and location of the stormwater detention
basin is shown indicatively in the proposal.
Resolution of these details would occur during
the detailed design phase of the project.
In addition to the operational requirements, size
and location of the stormwater detention basin
should allow for sufficient room to provide a
landscape setting for the basin. The basin should
be designed in such a way that its base and
sides could be lined with turf, and that trees and

shrubs could be planted around its perimeter.
Ideally the design should also allow for the
planting of grasses or other wetland plants.
VEHICLE SAFETY BARRIERS
A vehicle safety barrier would be required in the
median to separate the two carriageways. It
is recommended that this barrier be the metal,
double rail type that has been used elsewhere
on the Highway in the Blue Mountains,
such as at Linden and Shell Corner.
Where a vehicle safety barrier is required on the edge
of the Highway, a type that would allow for planting
to be incorporated in the verge — such as guard rail
or wire rope safety fence — would be preferred.
TREATMENT O
F CUTTINGS
The design of the three cuttings should allow for the
finished cuttings to be maintained as cut rock faces.
Should this not be possible for geotechnical reasons,
then stabilisation of the cut faces would be required.
The type of stabilisation required would be
determined following comprehensive geotechnical
investigations at the detailed design phase;
however, a number of cut stabilisation techniques
that are commonly used in these situations
include: soil nails, rock bolts, and shotcrete.
Soil nailing or rock bolting would be preferred,
as they still allow the rock face to be visible.
However, if shotcrete is required, its application
should be carefully considered in accordance
with the RTA's Shotcrete Design Guidelines.

then a retaining wall may be preferable in order
to provide a more visually appealing structure.
WALL TREATMENTS
The retaining walls proposed for this section
of the Highway would be on the westbound
side, and only be visible along the proposed
service roads. The only exceptions might be
if the roadside cuttings along the eastbound
carriageway need to be resolved as retaining walls.
The retaining walls supporting the Highway should
preferably be constructed using concrete blockwork
rather than large concrete panels, as they would
be visible from the residential properties opposite.
The colour the walls could be a dark colour to help
them visually recede, especially once the planting
in front of the walls becomes more developed. All
of these walls should be similar in appearance.
The retaining walls that may be required along the
property boundaries adjacent to the footpath would
be designed in consultation with the individual
property owners. The appearance of the wall
may vary in order to relate to the character of the
individual houses and the personal preferences
of the property owners. However, it is strongly
recommended that the design of the walls and
property fences be carefully considered to avoid
a 'back fence' character along the streetscape.

If only small amounts of shotcrete are required in
parts of the rock face that are not visually prominent,
then it should be colour matched to the existing rock
colour. If large amounts of shotcrete are required,
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THRESHOLD: TABLELAND ROAD INTERSECTION

EXISTING CHARACTER

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL

The Tableland Road intersection is characterised by
its wide expanse of road pavement on the Highway
and the two commercial properties —The Long View
Garden Centre and the Wentworth Falls Pots— on
either side of the Highway at the intersection.

• To provide safe access and circulation to the
local road network and the two nurseries

VISUAL EFFECT
The primary visual change would be a wider
area of road pavement. However, as the
existing intersection is characterised by a wide
expanse of road pavement, the visual effect
of the proposal would potentially be low.

The contrast in character between the intersection
and the bushland character of the Highway
landscape immediately to the east is also a defining
feature of this part of the Highway. This contrast
signals the intersection as the entry to a more
urban environment along the Highway, and the
start of the approach to Wentworth Falls.

Tableland Road intersection

The threshold character of the intersection
is further enhanced by the geometry of
the Highway alignment, as the approach
to the intersection is uphill in both the
eastbound and westbound directions.

CONSTRAINTS
• The Tableland Road intersection currently
provides for all turning movements. This
would have to be maintained as Tableland
Road provides access to the Highway for
all properties on the Kings Tableland.

VALUES
This intersection has landmark value as it signals
the threshold between a bushland environment
and an urban environment along the Highway.
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• To minimise the visual and physical
scale of the intersection

THE PROPOSAL
The proposal is to upgrade the current
tee intersection that allows all turning
movements to a seagull intersection that
allows for all turning movements,

ISSUES
VISUAL SCALE O
F THE HIGHWAY
The intersection upgrade would result in additional
width in the road pavement at the intersection and
its approaches. However, as the existing intersection
is already quite wide to accommodate the required
turning lanes, the proposed intersection would
be less than double the width of the existing.
EFFECT ON THE COMMERCIAL PREMISES
There would be some minor property acquisition
required along the Highway frontages of
both the Long View Garden Centre and the
Wentworth Falls Pots. The property acquisition
would affect the informal parking area in front
of the Long View Garden Centre, and part of
the front yard area at the Wentworth Fall Pots.
Compensation and mitigation of these effects
would be negotiated with the property owners
during the detailed design phase of the project.

Connectivity and access to the local road network
is also an important value of this character unit.
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VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The nature and layout of the two commercial
premises adjacent to the intersection is such that
they are both visually self contained, and any visual
changes to the Highway are unlikely to have a
negative effect on their viability or amenity. The
primary viewers of any changes to the visual
character of the intersection would be Highway
users. As such, the visual sensitivity of the Tableland
Road intersection is considered to be low.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal on this
character unit would potentially be low, due to
the low visual effect of the proposed changes
and the low visual sensitivity of the locality.

Proposed modifications to local roads
Proposed shared driveways
Modified existing driveway
Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist path
Proposed retaining wall
7 7 - 7 - 7

Proposed vehicle safety barrier

RECOMMENDATIONS
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
It is recommended that landscape planting be
provided wherever possible to improve the visual
amenity of the intersection. The medians on
approach to the intersection are quite wide, and
should be planted out with low native shrubs or
groundcovers that do not affect the sight distance
requirements at the intersection. There is also space
on either side of Tableland Road to provide some
planting in addition to the existing vegetation.

Proposed embankment

Sight distance clear zone
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BETWEEN TOWNS: EAST OF TABLELAND ROAD
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Proposed modifications to local roads
Proposed shared driveways
Modified existing driveway
Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist path
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View to Sydney on descent to Bodington Hill
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EXISTING CHARACTER

CONSTRAINTS

The 500m long section of Highway immediately
east of Tableland Road is strongly characterised
by a bushland setting. The eastbound side of
the Highway is bound by a public reserve that
has Eucalyptus oreades open forest/tall open
forest vegetation covering over 85% of its area
(BMCC LEP 2005). The westbound side of the
Highway is bound by Bodington Hill, and is
distinguished by tall sandstone cuttings topped
with bushland vegetation. The setting is very
much that of a 'between towns' character
that is typical of the landscape that separates
the discrete townships along the Highway.

• The public bushland reserve on the eastbound
side of the Highway is currently zoned as
Recreation — Environmental Protection

landscape experience is further enhanced by the
topographic experience of descending the hill
from Tableland Road, or conversely, ascending
the hill on approach to Wentworth Falls.

Proposed retaining wall
Z

T

h

Proposed embankment

• Bodington Hill has heritage value.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
AND OBJECTIVES

Proposed vehicle safety barrier

VALUES

• To minimise the visual scale of the Highway

Sight distance clear zone

This section of the Highway has substantial scenic
and landscape value. From just east of the Tableland
Road intersection, the view from the eastbound
carriageway extends to Sydney and is a highly
memorable regional view on the eastbound journey.
The visual composition of the Highway corridor,
which is framed by vegetation and sandstone
geology, very much contributes to the natural
landscape experience of the Highway setting. This

• To minimise the physical impact of
the road widening on the adjacent
bushland reserve and cuttings
• To retain the existing bushland
character of the Highway setting
• To preserve the long view to Sydney
from the eastbound carriageway
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THE PROPOSAL
The proposed road works in this character unit
are to tie the new Highway lanes at Tableland
Road back into the existing lanes in the east.
Due to the geometry of the existing Highway
east of Tableland Road, the tie-in would occur
approximately 460m east of Tableland Road.
There would be no off-Highway provision for
pedestrians or cyclists east of Tableland Road,
consistent with the existing situation.

ISSUES
• A retaining wall, with a maximum height
of about 5m, would be required on the
eastbound side of the Highway for a length
of about 350m in order to minimise impacts
on the adjacent bushland reserve.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSAL
VISUAL EFFECT
The proposed roadworks would entail relatively
minor amounts of widening of the existing
Highway pavement that would decrease in extent
in the easterly direction. The primary changes
would be the introduction of a highway retaining
wall on the eastbound side, which would not be
appreciable from the Highway. The character of
the Highway setting would remain as existing,
composed of bushland vegetation and sandstone
cuttings that visually enclose the road corridor. For
these reasons, the visual effect of the proposal
would likely be low in this character unit.
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VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The visual character of this section of the Highway
plays an important part in the journey between
Wentworth Falls and Bullaburra. The 'between
towns' bushland character has considerable
landscape and scenic value in this location, and
is consistent with the pattern of urban and rural
landscape types that characterises the entire
Highway journey through the Blue Mountains. For
these reasons, the visual sensitivity of this section
of this character unit is considered to be high.
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact of the proposal on this
character unit would potentially be moderate,
due to the low visual effect of the proposal
and the high visual sensitivity of the locality.

RECOMMENDATIONS
LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Landscape planting should be provided wherever
possible to reduce the visual scale of the proposal
and to integrate the road corridor into the
surrounding landscape. The wide median on
approach to the Tableland Road intersection should
be planted out wherever there is sufficient planting
width (1m or more) to visually separate the two
carriageways. Native shrubs should be provided
wherever sight distance permits, while low native
shrubs or groundcovers should be used where
sight distance is a consideration. Any planting in
the median should also ensure that the long view
from the eastbound carriageway is not obstructed.
Continuous planted verges should be provided along
both sides of the Highway, and the character of the
verge planting should be native. Above the new
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retaining wall, two edge treatments are possible,
depending on the traffic safety barrier used:
• A guardrail behind the kerb and pedestrian safety
fence along the top of the wall, with planting
in the verge, similar to the detail at Woodford;
• A metal, double rail barrier mounted on a half
height concrete barrier on top of the retaining
wall, similar to the detail and Linden. If this
type of barrier is used, it is recommended that
the planted verge be eliminated, to reduce
the width of the Highway and consequently
its encroachment into the adjacent bushland
reserve. The visual permeability of this type
of barrier allows the adjacent bushland to
be more prominent in the character of the
Highway setting and avoids the 'speedway'
character that would otherwise be created
should a full height concrete barrier be used.
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URBAN DESIGN AND LANDSCAPE CONCEPT PLAN
-
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OVERVIEW

The following section presents the Urban Design
and Landscape Concept, including a plan, cross
sections and photomontages which illustrate the
recommendations presented in the landscape
and visual assessment. These recommendations
have been incorporated into the concept design
for the proposed upgrade of the Highway
at Wentworth Falls East, following extensive
design testing and liaison with the road design
team and the RTA's urban design group.
The Urban Design and Landscape Concept
would provide the basis for detailed design and
construction documentation following public
exhibition and determination of the REF.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
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Following is a summary of the recommendations
presented in the landscape and visual
assessment. For a detailed discussion of these
recommendations, refer to the relevant sections
of the landscape and visual assessment.

WALLS
RETAINING WALLS WHERE HIGHWAY S
I ON FILL
These walls would be viewed from
outside the Highway corridor.
Facing bushland
It is likely that these walls would be
constructed as reinforced soil walls (RSW),
with planting in verge at top of wall.
RSW facing panels are to be precast concrete
with a profiled face and exposed aggregate finish
in basalt, consistent with other RSWs along the
Highway —such as at Linden, Shell Corner.
Other wall types may be considered during the
detailed design phase. The colour and finish of
any alternate walls should be consistent with
the finish recommended for the RSW walls.

Facing residential property
It is likely that these walls would be concrete
blockwork walls, which would be sympathetic with
the residential nature of the adjacent properties.
The finish of these walls should be dark grey
coloured blocks, with a decorative finish (such
as shotblast, split face, honed) with planting
in front of wall. Planting should also be
provided in the verge at the top of wall.
I N
I CUT
RETAINING WALLS WHERE HIGHWAY S
These walls face the Highway corridor.
Wherever possible, these walls should be left as
sandstone cuttings (subject to comprehensive
geotechnical investigations at the detailed
design stage). However, it may be necessary
in certain cases to construct retaining walls.
Walls alongside railway property
These walls may be constructed using
blockwork, soldier piles or gabions. In all
cases, the finish should be dark grey in colour,
preferable with a textured or profiled finish.
Walls at residential property
The walls would generally be constructed using
blockwork or other masonry. The colour of these
walls is to suit building at individual property,

IANUARY 2006 PREPARED BY SPACKMAN & MOSSOP FOR THE ROADS AND TRAFFIC AUTHORITY

match the existing wall (if any), or suit the
surrounding geology (sandstone coloured).
RETAINING WALL N
I MEDIAN
This wall could be constructed using
blockwork, precast concrete panels or
a reinforced soil wall system.
The colour of the wall should be a light, warm
colour with some patterning or textural changes to
provide visual interest and moderate the height of
the wall. Colour should be attained through the
use of aggregates in concrete rather than oxides.

FENCING
Along the tops of the Highway retaining walls,
black steel palisade fence should be provided, along
with with guard rail at back of kerb, to allow for
planting in verge. This detail is consistent with
that used elsewhere along the Highway in the Blue
Mountains, such as at Woodford and Shell Corner.
At property boundaries, residential fencing
is to be provided to suit the individual
building. The fence type to be determined
in consultation with the property owners as
part of the property adjustment process.

1

PLANTING
VERGE PLANTING
Planting area in the verges to be minimum
1 m. Verges are to be designed to allow
for planting wherever possible.
MEDIAN PLANTING
Planting in median where median is
a minimum of l m in width.

1

The principle is to provide as much height as
possible in the median, taking into account
operational requirements of the Highway, in
order to visually separate the two carriageways.
Low shrub planting or groundcovers should be
provided at approaches to intersections or where
visibility between carriageways is important.

Dalrymple Avenue (west) is to be retained. This
current vegetation is to be supplemented by new
exotic trees, shrubs and groundcovers to strengthen
the 'garden' character of the streetscape
FOOTPATHS
The concrete paved shared pedestrian and
cyclist path is to be 2.5m wide, separated from
Highway by a planted verge of at least l m wide.
At the one-way service roads, the shared
pedestrian and cyclist path would be at the
back of kerb. This allows for some planting
between footpath and property boundaries.

ROADSIDE PLANTING OUTSIDE O
F VERGES
Native woodland style planting should be
provided to road edges between Tableland
Road and Nelson Avenue to visually enclosed
the roadway. Dense woodland planting is
especially important in the space separating
the Highway and from the service roads.
Wherever possible, existing trees to the south of
the Highway between Dalrymple Avenue (east) and
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Existing property boundary (surveyed)
Existing property boundary (LPI)
Property number
Proposed retaining wall

-2-2-77-

Proposed embankment or cutting
Proposed vehicle safety barrier
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Clear zone
Proposed shared pedestrian and cyclist path
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Proposed street light

Existing bus shelter

Existing native vegetation

Existing exotic tree (surveyed)

Proposed native planting

Proposed native shrubs and groundcovers

Proposed native low shrubs or grasses

Proposed exotic planting

Proposed exotic low shrubs and groundcovers
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Property number
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Proposed street light
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Existing exotic tree (surveyed)
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exotic planting

410.1111011011111W Proposed exotic low shrubs and groundcovers
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significant streetscape.
Refer to plan for viewpoint location.
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APPENDICES

B. DEFINITION OF TERMS

Reference: the RTA Road Design Guide,
Glossary of Terms, December 1989.
CARRIAGEWAY
The portion of a road or bridge that is used by
vehicles, inclusive of shoulders and auxiliary lanes.
CLEAR ZONE
The area that begins at the outer edge of
the lane, next to the shoulder and extends
for a set distance, which is available for
emergency use by errant vehicles.
The clear zone distance is related to predicted
traffic volumes and speed and takes into account
the widths of adjacent lanes, shoulders, medians,
verges, footways and traversable batters.
The clear zone must be kept clear of all nonfrangible objects, which includes trees with a
base diameter grater than 200mm. If a safety
barrier is employed to protect road users, then
frangible objects may be placed behind the barrier
within the clear zone, taking into account the
deflection zone (if any) of the barrier used.
Following is a table showing the approximate clear
zone requirements for a road with a relatively flat
verge and traffic volumes in excess of 3000 AADT:
Design speed
(85th percentile)

Clear zone
(metres from the edge
of the travel lane)

60 or less
805

3

100

9

110

11

5

DESIGN SPEED
A nominal speed fixed to determine
the geometric features of a road.
FOOTPATH
The paved area in a footway.
FOOTWAY
A public way largely reserved for the
movement of pedestrians.
FRANGIBLE
From the Latin 'frangere' — to break.
This term si used to describe roadside furniture
designed to collapse on impact. The severity of
potential injuries to the occupants of an impacting
vehicle is reduced, compared to those that
would occur if the furniture were unyielding.
SEAGULL INTERSECTION
A tee intersection where a triangular island
is used to separate turning traffic from
through traffic in the same carriageway.
SHOULDER
The portion of the carriageway beyond
the traffic lanes adjacent to and flush
with the surface of the pavement.

1

SIGHT DISTANCE
The distance measured along the carriageway
over which objects of defined height are
visible to a driver whose eyes are a specified
height above the pavement surface.
VERGE
The portion of the road formation not
covered by the carriageway or footpath.

1
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C. MAP OF COX'S ROAD AT WENTWORTH FALLS

WILLIAM COX'S HISTORICAL (1814)
ROAD OVER THE BLUE MOUNTAINS

MAP SHOWING EXPLORER'S
TRAVERSES FOR COX'S ROAD
AT WENTWORTH FALLS
N
/
V McBrien's traverse

This map has been compiled in response to
an enquiry from the Blue Mountains Historical
society concerning the route alignment of William
Cox's 1814 Road over the Blue Mountains.

A / Evans' Traverse

100

0

The information contained in this Map details the
survey traverses of Surveyor Evans and McBrien
over the Blue Mountains. The position of the
traverses as shown on the Map was compiled from
information held at the NSW Department of Land
& Water Conservation and the Blue Mountains
City Council. This information was coordinated by
surveyors at the Roads & Traffic Authority NSW and
plotted using a modern coordinate framework.
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These traverses, whilst believed to be similar in
many respects to teh Road constructed by William
Cox, cannot be construed to be the absolute route
of Cox's 1814 Road over the Blue Mountains.
To the Authority's knowledge, no survey of
Cox's road formation was ever undertaken.
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Disclaimer
Whilst all due care has been taken in the
production of this Map, the Authority has no
control over the accuracy of the base data and
cannot guarantee that the map is without flaw
or omission. The Road and Traffic Authority
NSW therefore expressly disclaims all liability for
errors or omissions of any kind whatsoever or for
any loss, damage or other consequence which
may rely from any person relying on this map.
© Roads and Traffic Authority 2002
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